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Harmony Community Development Distri.ct 
Severn Trent Services, Management Services Division 

210 North University Drive, Suite 800 • Coral Springs, Florida 33071 
Telephone: (954) 753-5841 • Fax: (954) 796-0623 

September 17, 2009 

Board of Supervisors 
Harmony Community Development District 

Dear Board Members: 

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Harmony Community Development 
District will be held on Thursday, September 24, 2009 at 9:00 a.m. at Harmony/Greensides, 
7251 Five Oaks Drive, Harmony, Florida. Following is the advance agenda for the meeting. 

1. Roll Call 
2. Approval of the Minutes of the August 27, 2009 Meeting 
3. District Manager's Report 

A. August 2009 Financial Statements 
B. Invoice Approvals #113 and Check Run Summary 
C. Public Comments/Complaints 
D. Consideration of Revised Meeting Schedule for Fiscal Year 2010 

4. Staff Reports 
A. Attorney 
B. Engineer 
C. Dockmaster/Field Manager 
D. Landscaping - Luke Brothers 
E. Developer 

5. Supervisor Requests 
6. Audience Comments 
7. Adjournment 

I look forward to seeing you at the meeting. In the meantime, if you have any questions, please 
contact me. 

Sincerely, 

~~p/rr 
Gary Moyer/ir 
District Manag~r 
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MINUTES OF MEETING 
HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Harmony Community 

Development District was held Thursday, August 27, 2009, at 6:00 p.m. at 7251 Five 

Oaks Drive, Harmony, Florida. 

Present and constituting a quorum were: 

Robert D. Evans 
Nancy Snyder 
Kerul Kassel 
Mark LeMenager 

Also present were: 

Gary L. Moyer 
Ken vanAssenderp 
Steve Boyd 
Brenda Burgess 
Greg Golgowski 
Shad Tome 
Tim Nicholson, Sr. 
Jim Kennedy 
Residents and members of the public 

FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS 

Chairman 
Vice Chairman 
Supervisor 
Supervisor 

Manager: Moyer Management Group 
Attorney: Young vanAssenderp, P.A. 
Engineer: Woolpert 
Moyer Management Group 
Harmony Development Company 
Harmony Development Company 
Luke Brothers 
Luke Brothers 

Roll Call 
Mr. Evans called the meeting to order at 6:05 p.m. 

Mr. Evans called the roll and stated a quorum was present for the meeting. 

SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS Approval of the Minutes of the July 30, 2009, 
Meeting 

Mr. Evans reviewed the minutes of the July 30, 2009, regular meeting, and asked for 

any additions, correction, or deletions. 

Ms. Kassel stated page 9 should reflect the District had all trees trimmed earlier this 

year. On page 13, the third paragraph from the bottom should read "they" provide a 

proposal instead of "them." 

On MOTION by Ms. Kassel, seconded by Mr. LeMenager, 
with all in favor, approval was given to the minutes of the 
July 30, 2009, regular meeting, as amended. 



HarmonyCDD 
August 27, 2009 

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS Public Hearing to Adopt Fiscal Year 2010 
Proposed Budget 

A. Fiscal Year 2010 Proposed Budget 
Mr. Moyer stated our budget is broken into administrative, field, landscaping, 

utilities, and operation and maintenance activities of the District. The budget is prepared 

by management each year. We look at our contracts and the expenditures we incurred for 

the same or similar line items in this fiscal year, make reasonable estimates of what will 

happen next year in terms of cost increases, and then extrapolate it to what the line items 

should be for the coming fiscal year. Our fiscal year starts on October 1 and ends 

September 30, as with all municipal governments. The conclusion is we are not 

proposing an increase in the assessment that the District levies on your property this year 

at all. It will not be any different than what it was last year and it provides the necessary 

funds to operate and maintain the District. 

Mr. Evans stated we appreciate the public attending the meeting because these 

meetings can be very informative for everyone. There were a number of meetings and a 

workshop relative to the budget, where we looked at all current expenses and projected 

expenses, planned expenditures and examined them on a line-by-line basis. This is a 

fairly comprehensive budget and we broke it down into detailed categories. We even 

track every water meter and light meter so we have a good handle on where our actual 

expenses occur. This project has a track record of operation and maintenance expenses 

because of the life of the project. 

Mr. Evans stated I will open the public hearing. 

Ms. Kassel stated one thing about this budget is, we took considerable care to make 

sure there was enough reserve in case we ran into an expense, we would not have to 

charge an additional assessment, while still not raising assessments even one cent. We are 

trying to be fiscally responsible with your money so you get the quality, services, and 

facilities you want while still looking to the future to make sure we have enough in case 

something happens and still not raise assessments. 

Ms. Carla Poirier stated the operations and maintenance includes a line item for roads 

and alleys. What are you budgeting for? Our roads are a mess and I cannot imagine any 

of the road repairs would be only $40,000. 

Mr. LeMenager stated we have a proposal, which we will discuss later in the agenda 

for numerous alley repairs. The good news is $40,000 is more than the bids we received. 
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You are correct, repairing the alleys and sidewalks are key to maintenance. The streets 

are County maintained. 

Mr. Moyer stated the roads are not our responsibility, but the alleys are our 

responsibility. 

Ms. Poirier stated the alleys are falling apart, which is due to construction vehicles 

going in and out. Are we going after construction companies to pay for repairing our 

alley? There are still trucks going up and down my street and they are causing damage to 

personal property as well as the roadways. 

Mr. Evans stated we will always have traffic coming in to build homes plus the trash 

collectors. Trying to assess an individual entity for wear and tear is virtually impossible. 

Ms. Poirier stated I understand that we are responsible for all the ponds on the 

property, including the ones on the golf course. 

Mr. Boyd stated all the ponds on the property, with the exception of one near the golf 

maintenance building, are part of the master drainage system serving the entire 

community and the Harmony CDD. The ponds closest to the neighborhoods drain the 

neighborhoods, the roads and the overall wetland system into Buck Lake. They all work 

together as a system because they are storing 100-year flood storage. We are treating the 

water so it is clean when it gets to Buck Lake. The CDD has an easement over the 

portions of the golf course that have those lakes. In the event the CDD has to take 

corrective action, we have the right to enter onto the golf course to maintain those ponds. 

Ms. Poirier asked have we put money aside for hurricanes? 

Ms. Snyder stated we did this a couple years ago. 

Mr. Evans stated we had a carry-forward surplus one year. Within our budget, we 

estimated the amount of money we are going to need, but because some of the 

infrastructure was not completed at the time we thought it would come online, we had 

excess money at the end of the year so we set up a reserve account for that. We also have 

a self-insurance fund of $50,000, which helps reduce our insurance premium. We have 

reserves to do some repairs after a storm event. 

Mr. LeMenager stated at the end of the General Fund Budget, there is a line showing 

the ending fund balance. We are expecting this year to have just over $400,000. Next 

year, assuming we do not have any extra operational expenses, we expect to end up with 
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about $440,000, which is not specifically earmarked for anything. That is what Ms. 

Kassel said about trying to be fiscally responsible in case something does happen. 

Ms. Kassel stated a large percentage of that money is going toward the first three 

months of expenses because of a time lag when our assessments are received. It looks 

like we have a huge amount of money, but a lot of it goes for our bills for the first three 

months before we receive assessments from the Tax Collector. We need a cushion for 

working capital. In regard to the ponds and paying for the cost of maintaining the ponds 

on the golf course, the golf course pays assessments to the CDD for services they receive. 

Mr. LeMenager asked is this a correct statement? 

Mr. Tome stated they pay about $60,000. 

Mr. LeMenager asked is this reflected in the District-collected assessments? 

Mr. Moyer stated yes. 

Mr. vanAssenderp stated I will differentiate taxes from assessments. Taxes are 

automatically liens. Special assessments have to go through the process to be liens to 

protect the property owners. We levy assessments. They are compulsory, but the 

difference is, as this Board has done, you can determine as viewed by the court whether 

or not there is a basis for the lien. You never do that with a property tax. With 

assessments, you have to go through the determination of whether or not it is a lien, have 

the State attorney and the judge review it, and this Board reviews it on a continuing basis. 

That is why they are more democratic than just property taxes that are automatically a 

lien. The reason we have the Tax Collector collect them, is because there is no automatic 

loss of property for failure to pay, which is because of the tax laws in Florida. If someone 

is delinquent, a tax certificate is sold and someone else pays that delinquent person's 

taxes or assessments and there is no automatic loss of property for a minimum of two 

years. 

Ms. Poirier stated I do not see anything provided for the new wood fence at the front 

of the property so I do not know where it is incorporated in the budget. 

Mr. LeMenager stated that fence is on private property. 

Ms. Kassel stated we pressure wash the white plastic fence running along U.S. 192. 

Mr. Moyer stated that maintenance activity is included in R&M Hardscape 

Maintenance for $10,000. 

Mr. Winnie Tolentino asked what is the contract for lake and wetland maintenance? 
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Mr. Evans stated we have to provide treatment on the lakes to treat aquatic plants. 

That is for the Bio-Tech contract we just awarded. We have to spray for invasive weeds 

and algae on the ponds. 

Mr. LeMenager asked is the new contract amount included in the budget? 

Mr. Moyer stated no, it is not. 

Ms. Kassel stated the contract amount is lower than what 1s budgeted by about 

$10,000. 

Mr. Evans stated we just went to bid for aquatic plant maintenance, and when we 

prepared the budget, we based it on the original contract. When we rebid the contract, we 

were able to generate additional savings, but we did not lower that amount in our budget. 

Ms. Poirier asked are all ponds done at the same time or do they just spot treat them? 

I have seen some that are in good shape, but others look terrible. They have algae 

growing into the pond about three to four feet. 

Mr. Golgowski stated they treat the ponds at least monthly. 

Mr. Evans stated a lot of that has to do with the volume of the flow going through the 

lakes. The larger bodies get more flushing because of greater volume. 

Mr. LeMenager stated we get a full list of any complaints you provide through the 

website or call in, so we encourage you to report any problems. It is the primary way we 

actually know what is happening. 

Ms. Kassel stated it is how we track how things are dealt with. Please call, go on the 

website, or send an email. That way we know what is going on and can deal with it. 

Mr. Tolentino stated those ponds have been overlooked for a while, especially by the 

dog park. 

Mr. Golgowski stated the shoreline growth is not algae. It is a submerged plant that is 

hard to get at because it is submerged. It grows up and forms a mat, we spray it and it 

dies. It sinks down and then grows back. It is an ongoing maintenance issue. Most of the 

ponds have that. 

Ms. Kassel asked is there trash in your pond? 

A Resident stated yes, although I do try to get some of it. 

Ms. Kassel stated that is another issue for the aquatic contractor. 

Mr. Golgowski stated we are in the process of changing aquatic contractors The 

current one is probably winding down although we are working to keep them working 
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diligently until October 1. We asked the new contractor to look at ponds in a systemic 

fashion instead of applying chemicals to them individually month after month. I hope we 

will have a better result. 

Mr. Evans stated hearing no further comments, I will close the public hearing. 

B. Consideration of Resolution 2009-5 Adopting the Budget for Fiscal Year 
2010 

Mr. Evans read Resolution 2009-5 by title into the public record. 

On MOTION by Ms. Kassel, seconded by Ms. Snyder, 
with all in favor, approval was given to Resolution 2009-5 
adopting the budget for fiscal year 2010. 

C. Consideration of Resolution 2009-6 Levying the Assessments for Fiscal Year 
2010 

Mr. Evans read Resolution 2009-6 by title into the public record. 

On MOTION by Mr. LeMenager, seconded by Ms. Kassel, 
with all in favor, approval was given to Resolution 2009-6 
levying the assessments for fiscal year 2010. 

FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS 
A. Financial Statements 

District Manager's Report 

Mr. Moyer reviewed the financial statements, included in the agenda packet and 

available for public review in the District Office during normal business hours. 

Mr. Moyer stated a small amount of assessments have not been collected, about 

$15,000 short that are still subject to tax certificate sales. We will monitor and track that. 

Overall we are in good shape with the expenditures and we expect to have a pretty good 

fund balance at the end of the fiscal year. 

Ms. Kassel stated the off roll special assessments are under budget by $76,000 

because of a time lag. 

Mr. Moyer stated yes, it is that way every month. 

Mr. LeMenager stated we are getting basically zero interest, 0.01 % on $3 million. 

While recognizing we need to be conservative with the public's money, can we do better? 

We have $3 million in reserves in debt service and capital projects funds. What can we 

do to get a better return? What are our legal alternatives for investing these funds? 

Mr. Moyer stated there is a trust indenture, and under permitted investments, there is 

a list of what the trustee can invest in. I will look at it. They are investing in what they 

consider to be very secure investments that are not subject to investment risk. I agree 
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0.01 % is unreasonable. We will communicate with the Trustee and try to get them to be 

more aggressive within their permitted framework. 

Mr. LeMenager stated clearly we have to protect the public's money, but we can do 

better than .01 %. 

Mr. Moyer stated as it relates to the General Fund, we are pursuing a program called 

Certificates of Deposit Account Registry (CDARs) where we invest the operating money 

in CDs guaranteed by FDIC. We will probably do it in layers so the maturities come due 

in 3-month, 6-month, and 9-month increments. We will have those funds, as they come 

due, to pay operation and maintenance costs. By doing this, we will go from .25% to 

perhaps 1.5%, depending on maturities. It is not a lot of money with these interest rates, 

regardless of what we do, but we should do what we can. That is a program our 

accounting staff has pursued and it does make sense. We will get slightly more interest 

and it is fully guaranteed by FDIC. 

Ms. Kassel stated as long as it does not affect our liquidity. 

Mr. Moyer stated that is why we will layer the maturity dates so we have monies 

available to pay our bills. 

B. Invoice Approval #112 and Check Run Summary 
Mr. Moyer reviewed the invoices and check summary and requested approval. 

Ms. Kassel stated thank you for totaling the KUA and OUC amounts by vendor. A 

few were not totaled in our emailed invoices. 

Mr. Moyer stated I will provide you with my copy so you can have the totals. 

Ms. Kassel stated the Advanced Marine invoice is for the boats, but there are other 

things for boats that are scattered throughout. For Home Depot and NAP A Auto Parts, 

they are small amounts, but I would like to get a better idea of what we are spending for 

the boats. I can add it up myself but I do not always know the cost for boat repairs. 

Mr. LeMenager stated the check run summary takes the invoices and relates them to 

the specific line items in the financials. This is a new addition and I think it is terrific. 

On MOTION by Ms. Snyder, seconded by Mr. LeMenager, 
with all in favor, approval was given to the invoices as 
presented. 

C. Meeting Schedule for Fiscal Year 2010 
Mr. Moyer stated we are proposing to continue with the last Thursday of each month. 

We have identified one evening meeting for the budget hearing in August. The Board 
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previously discussed having periodic evening meetings, and it is appropriate to discuss 

this as part of the meeting schedule. 

Mr. LeMenager stated I thank everyone for attending. It is a great turnout. I do not 

think we need to have evening meetings every month, but I hope it is useful for the public 

to understand how we operate the community. I suggest having an evening meeting once 

a quarter. 

Ms. Snyder stated I was wondering if we can combine our evening meetings with the 

HOA meetings so people attending the HOA meeting might be willing to stay for the 

CDD meeting. 

Mr. LeMenager stated that is a good idea. 

Ms. Kassel stated I prefer evening meetings because more people can attend. 

Mr. Evans stated I suggest we try quarterly meetings in the evening at 6:00 p.m. and 

try to coordinate this with the HOA meetings. We can always adjust it ifwe need to. 

Ms. Snyder stated it depends on when the HOA meeting is. Could we have the CDD 

meeting first and then have the HOA meeting? 

Mr. vanAssenderp stated yes. 

Ms. Kassel asked can we add two more days instead of just quarterly for months 

when people are more likely to be available, meaning not during the summer and not 

during the holidays. I suggest adding January and September because people are back to 

work and more likely to attend. That gives them half the year to be able to attend an 

evening meeting. 

Mr. Evans stated the next meeting is September 24. 

Mr. LeMenager stated if we have quarterly meetings, they would be November, 

February, May, and August. 

Mr. Evans stated let us try that schedule. We can always amend it. 

Mr. LeMenager stated I think it is important for the budget hearing to be at night. 

This year it was very short, but it is an important hearing for the public to attend and 

important to have it at night. Just go every three months from August for quarterly 

meetings, which means we will not have them in the summer when people are on 

vacation. 

Mr. Evans stated the recommendation is to have meetings at 6:00 p.m. in November, 

February, May and August. 
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Ms. Kassel stated I would like to add two more dates. I approve of those four dates 

but I would like an extra two days. How will that affect my vote? 

Mr. LeMenager stated we can add them later. 

Mr. vanAssenderp stated on this motion, you can vote against it, you can raise your 

own motion, or amend the motion to include yours. 

Ms. Snyder asked will we eliminate monthly meetings? 

Mr. Evans stated no. 

Ms. Kassel stated we will continue to have monthly meetings, but four meetings will 

be at 6:00 p.m. I would like to add January and September to the other four meetings so 

we will have six evening meetings instead of four. I know this is the budget hearing, so 

perhaps there are more people here because of that, but there are many more residents 

than we normally get during our morning meetings. 

Ms. Snyder stated there are more people here tonight, but every other evening 

meeting, it has been the same number of people as during the morning meetings. 

Ms. Poirier stated the last meeting I attended, it was summer and only a few people 

were present. Many people are frustrated because they cannot attend, and we have asked 

for five years to have more evening meetings. If you have more evening meetings, I think 

more people will show up. 

Mr. LeMenager moved to approve the meeting schedule for 
fiscal year 2010, as amended to have meetings at 6:00 p.m. 
in November, February, May and August. There being no 
second, the motion dies. 

On MOTION by Ms. Kassel, seconded by Ms. Snyder, 
with all in favor, approval was given to the meeting 
schedule for fiscal year 2010, as amended to have meetings 
at 6:00 p.m. in November, January, February, May, August 
and September. 

D. Public Comments/Complaints 
Mr. Moyer stated this item is the complaint log that was included in your agenda. 

Mr. Evans stated I think this log is nice to include. 

Ms. Kassel stated I see there are complaints from May. Does this mean they are still 

unresolved and that is why they are still included? 
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Mr. Moyer stated I indicated that we would keep a running log and we started 

providing this information since May, unless you want only the previous month's 

activity. 

Ms. Kassel stated I would like for you to include this because it is good to see them 

over a period of time. A number of them are for landscaping, and the Chinch bug 

problem is being addressed. 

Mr. LeMenager stated we did receive fewer complaints. 

Ms. Kassel stated last month we had 32 complaints and the complaints from August 3 

to August 17, should have added at least ten more, but there is not a total of 42 

complaints. Not all of the complaints from last month are included in this month's list. 

Ms. Burgess stated if they were completed on the log you received last month, then I 

deleted them for this month. If you do not want me to do that, then I will not delete them. 

Ms. Kassel stated I would like to keep them on this log for a quarter. 

Mr. LeMenager asked if something is still on here from May, this means it is not 

completed yet? 

Ms. Burgess stated it might not. We need to check in with Mr. Tome and Mr. Haskett 

on some of these older items to see if some of them have been completed. 

Ms. Snyder stated I would like to keep them on for a running quarter. 

Mr. LeMenager stated we received a request from someone who is asking for 

restitution to replace his own grass because Chinch Bugs jumped over the sidewalk. I 

also noted that someone on Primrose Willow decided they can strip the grass off of the 

CDD property and put in a garden. 

Mr. Moyer stated we received a permit application from the Harmony Community 

School to do their water safety instruction for kindergarten and first grade, which the 

Board approved last year. This year, the fall dates are October 5 through October 16 from 

9:00 a.m. to noon. I presume the Board would want to do this again since you approved it 

last year. Since I just received it today, I wanted to bring it to your attention. 

Mr. LeMenager stated it is a wonderful program. It is exactly what we want to do 

with our community pool. 

Mr. Evans stated I think it is an excellent idea. Is there any action the Board needs to 

take? 

Mr. Moyer stated I will go ahead and issue the permit, as I do with other permits. 
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FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS 
A. Attorney 

Staff Reports 

Mr. vanAssenderp stated the Florida legislature added more disclosure requirements 

on Mr. Moyer in his role as an Administrative Officer for Districts. It is more disclosure 

to the public for financial information. There were some other amendments to our charter 

that do not relate to this District. 

Mr. Evans asked do the changes deal with new audit requirements, or are those the 

same? Does this new law impact any procedures? 

Mr. vanAssenderp stated the audit requirements for this year stayed the same. 

Mr. Moyer stated the new law says that the Chief Administrative Officer of the 

District is subject to the same financial disclosure that you Board members are, which I 

have been doing voluntarily for many years because I thought it was good public policy. 

B. Engineer 
Mr. Boyd stated we received bids for the water line extension on August 18. We 

received nine bids. I took the three lowest bidders and summarized them in a bid 

tabulation that was distributed to the Manager, the Attorney and the Board. I emailed a 

memorandum earlier today that discussed the two lowest bids. We identified a few 

concerns with the lowest bid. One, they did not include a wet tap in their bid on the 

existing water line. Two, they did not include a TWA maintenance bond. Three was 

related to their cash reserves of $2,000, which seems extremely low. After I prepared that 

memorandum, I spoke with Legal Counsel, and he informed me that because there were 

two substantial items left out of their bid-the bid bond and the wet tap-we have to 

consider that bid as non responsive. Jr. Davis is the next lowest bidder at $97,774. The 

bids that came in are below the public bidding threshold. 

Mr. LeMenager asked are you familiar with Jr. Davis? 

Mr. Boyd stated yes, they performed not all, but most of the infrastructure work for 

the CDD so they are familiar with the project. They did the underground work for 

neighborhood E, which is where this water line will connect to. 

Ms. Kassel stated in your memorandum, you showed the various bids listed and then 

you showed the Engineer's estimated cost at the bottom. 

Mr. Boyd stated we included that for information only. We provide our estimate of 

what the cost will be, and our total estimate is $136,277 for fixed costs. Most bids came 

in under that, but a couple came in over that. 
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Mr. LeMenager asked does this mean that the $227,000 in our Capital Projects Fund 

will not be eaten up by this project? Is that a fair statement? 

Mr. Boyd stated that is a fair statement. 

Mr. LeMenager stated we still have some engineering work that will come out of the 

capital account. Does the $227,000 reflect the work you have done so far? 

Mr. Moyer stated anything that has been invoiced has already come out of the Capital 

Projects Fund. 

Mr. LeMenager stated we should have something left in the Capital Projects Fund. 

Mr. Boyd stated you will have more than we anticipated. 

Mr. Evans stated there are some line items that are not included in the Jr. Davis 

contract, including preparing a survey for the easement. With the easement preparation, 

we will need legal documents to be prepared, there will be a conveyance, and there will 

be a transfer of the finished utility to Toho Water Authority. There are some things that 

are outside of this contract, but not many that will still be charged against the capital 

account. 

Ms. Kassel asked do you have an estimate of those additional costs? 

Mr. Boyd stated I do not have that number now, but I can provide an estimate. 

Mr. LeMenager it looks like we can complete this entire project with what is left in 

the capital account, and it will not cost us anything beyond that. 

Mr. Boyd stated that is correct. 

On MOTION Mr. LeMenager, seconded by Ms. Snyder, 
with all in favor, approval was given to award a 
construction contract to Jr. Davis for the water line 
extension project in the amount of $97,774. 

Mr. Boyd stated at the Board's direction, a couple months ago, we prepared a 

condition assessment of the alleys. This information was turned over to the District 

Manager, who obtained prices to have the severe and moderate conditions repaired. Two 

prices were obtained: Albritton Williams for $20,670 and Jr. Davis for $22,879.03. 

Mr. Evans stated it is my understanding that other areas may need attention in 

addition to these. 

Mr. Boyd stated there are a couple of areas in addition to the Alley Aassessment 

Condition Report, primarily due to garbage trucks and the turning radiuses. Those 
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conditions are a slightly more severe. Our thought is, because of the condition of the 

alleys in those locations and the fact that Jr. Davis constructed them, they are best 

equipped to make those repairs. Both prices are well under what we anticipated them 

being, and we recommend Jr. Davis do this work. They have knowledge of the property 

and the alleys, and they will already be on-site since you awarded them the contract for 

the water line extension so mobilization should be less. 

Mr. Evans stated some of these areas have heavy construction traffic in certain areas. 

Did you look at enhancing these areas with a concrete header curb that will be more 

beneficial than just asphalt? 

Mr. LeMenager asked where will we still have construction traffic? 

Mr. Tome stated with the garbage trucks, especially in Birchwood and Cypress. There 

are triangle parks in the alley and the turning radius is very tight. We recommend doing a 

concrete header curb in those two locations, which should help because you will not wear 

the asphalt as they make the turn. 

Mr. Boyd stated we looked at those conditions and we believe that is the proper 

repair. The condition assessment did not necessarily specify that those areas be repaired 

with concrete. We would like to go to the firm that was awarded this work and amend the 

scope to repair those areas with concrete. 

Mr. Evans stated in the neighborhoods with these problems, Jr. Davis installed all of 

the infrastructure and is most familiar with the infrastructure in those neighborhoods. 

Mr. LeMenager stated that begs the question of why they did not do a better job the 

first time. 

Mr. Boyd stated this relates to the fact that the types of problems you are seeing in the 

alleys now are not unusual for the age of the alleys and the type of traffic they are getting. 

In an ideal world, you would not have these types of repairs, but they are not abnormal 

for alleys in place for as long as these have. In a couple locations, it is not necessarily the 

contractor's fault; it is the trucks moving through those alleys. Even though they were 

laid out in a manner where trucks could negotiate those turns properly if they are being 

careful, they are just not being careful and they are driving off the edge of the asphalt, 

which causes the asphalt to break apart and then eventually wash away as you get heavy 

rams. 
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Ms. Kassel stated they drive fast. I called them to say I was going to call the police if 

they did not control their drivers and have them slow down. They go so fast, they are 

tipping going around the curve. The response I received was not satisfactory, to say the 

least, from the customer service representative. 

Mr. Moyer stated Celebration has a lot of alleys and we are faced with the same 

problems. The garbage company even has special trucks for the community. 

Mr. Evans stated these alleys were built before the homes were put in, so those alleys 

have been subjected to the vast majority of construction of these homes. Those 

neighborhoods are pretty well built out. I think now is the most prudent time to do the 

necessary repairs. 

Mr. Boyd stated there are two or perhaps three additional areas that we will want to 

add to this scope of work. 

On MOTION by Mr. LeMenager, seconded by Ms. Kassel, 
approval was given to award a contract to Jr. Davis for the 
alley repairs, as presented, and to authorize the engineer 
and the manager to approve subsequent additions for other 
impacted areas, as needed. 

Mr. Boyd stated there was one condition of a sidewalk that came to our attention on 

Schoolhouse Road, and the District Manager's staff has since repaired that area. Mr. 

Tome alerted me to another area on Five Oaks Drive near the hay sculpture. A new piece 

of sidewalk caved in, close to the OUC box. The repair effort was made there but because 

of the way the box was built, it is still not in a satisfactory condition. We would like to 

remove a couple panels and have them re-poured. 

Mr. LeMenager asked is the OUC box settling? Is that the problem? 

Mr. Boyd stated no, the OUC box is not moving and it has not settled. The sidewalk 

is slightly lower. The repair was to shave off the edge of the box to create a smoother 

transition. It is better than it was but it is still a bit of a hazard. The fact that we will have 

to remove a panel anyway because of the other problem that is a few feet away, I think it 

would be prudent to do both areas. 

C. Dockmaster/Field Manager 
Mr. Golgowski reviewed the Monthly Boat Report as contained in the agenda 

package and available for public review in the District Office during normal business 

hours. 
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Ms. Kassel asked are the dog park improvements the Field Manager's responsibility? 

I discussed with Mr. Haskett five months ago about having some kind of drainage or 

something to drain a pool that we use to cool down the dogs. It gets dirty fairly fast so we 

have to dump it and refill it. When we dump the water, it becomes a muddy mess and the 

dogs start to dig there. I discussed with Mr. Haskett about putting in a concrete pad or 

pavers or something to have a surface where the water can drain out under the fence so it 

does not create a mud pit in the park where people are walking and where dogs will 

create a big mess. It has not been addressed and I know Mr. Haskett has been busy with a 

lot of things. 

Mr. Tome asked are you asking for someone to pour the concrete or to find someone 

who is a contractor to do the work. We are not skilled to lay concrete, but if you 

commission us to find someone, we will research that. 

Ms. Kassel stated Mr. Haskett talked about using paving stones, but I do not know if 

they are durable. I cannot imagine it would be expensive to have a concrete pad with a 

drain to accommodate this. 

Mr. Tome stated we offered pavers because we had excess pavers available. 

D. Landscaping - Luke Brothers 
Mr. Nicholson reviewed the Monthly Landscaping Report as contained in the agenda 

package and available for public review in the District Office during normal business 

hours. 

Mr. Nicholson stated we have been combating the Chinch bug problem throughout 

the property. This is the worst year for Chinch Bugs throughout the State. It is hard to get 

a handle on it because the heat index and humidity index have been high, which is an 

ideal situation for Chinch Bugs. Unfortunately, when they nest, they can eat 400 square 

feet in less than 48 hours. If they land on Thursday or Friday evening in an area, because 

the grass is under so much stress, by Monday you will have a large area eaten up. We are 

combating them by doing a blanket treatment as opposed to spot treatment, which we did 

in the beginning. A blanket treatment allows me to get the chemical in the grass to avoid 

the activity. 

Mr. Evan asked is it true that by the time you see grass dying, it is already too late? 

Mr. Nicholson stated yes. Considering a Chinch bug is the size of a head of a pin, it is 

hard to know until the activity is there. You can address it within 24 hours, but that still is 

not enough because the gestation period is five to six weeks, which you have to address. 
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Mr. Evans stated obviously we have a problem and we are addressing the problem 

now. Going forward, is there some kind of preventive maintenance approach? 

Mr. Nicholson stated yes, in March 2010, we will do a total blanket treatment 

throughout the property to avoid any activity right away. We will monitor it with 

different types of chemicals. 

Mr. Evans stated right now is more of a reactive approach. 

Mr. Nicholson stated yes and it is somewhat preventive. We do not know they are 

there, until we see the damage. 

Mr. LeMenager asked did Luke Brothers remove large sections and replace sod on 

Cat Brier? 

Mr. Nicholson stated no, that was a company we hired to do that work. We have our 

daily routine that has to be accomplished, and I cannot allow this to interfere with our 

regular maintenance, so we hired a subcontractor to do the sod work. 

Ms. Snyder asked when you speak of the rest of property, are you talking about 

Harmony or the perimeter streets? 

Mr. Nicholson stated I am referring to everything, some areas we are responsible for 

and some areas we are not. I am working with Mr. Tome, Mr. Haskett and Golgowski on 

the other areas. 

Ms. Snyder stated we discussed working with the HOA on a blanket treatment on the 

properties. 

Mr. Tome stated on behalf of the HOA, we hire Greer to perform self-help work. If it 

is a situation where it is self help and they notice there are issues with Chinch Bugs, they 

can do the applications, but only if it is self help. If you are mowing the lawn, but you are 

not treating bugs, they will not treat those properties because it is not considered self 

help. 

Ms. Snyder stated I thought we talked about going through once and doing this 

treatment. 

Mr. Tome stated it was a discussion, but I do not recall receiving authorization to do 

the treatment. I do not have a cost to do this work. 

Mr. LeMenager stated Luke Brothers is telling us that March is the best time to do it. 

Clearly we can treat our property, but perhaps we should try to coordinate something or 

offer a deal for homeowner's properties. Right now it is a piecemeal effort. We need a 
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coordinated effort and it sounds like March is the time to do it. We cannot spend any 

money on private property, but there should be some way we can encourage people to 

buy this service at a discount because the landscaping staff is here and all of the 

chemicals are here. It saves money in the long run because the bugs do not jump the 

sidewalk onto our property. 

Ms. Snyder stated if all of the property is not done, it will be a continual issue where 

they go to your neighbors and down the line. 

Mr. Nicholson stated that is correct. 

Mr. Moyer asked if I am a homeowner and I want to be responsible so I have a 

company treat for Chinch Bugs, is there a problem if I treat the area that you are currently 

maintaining and you treat it two days later? 

Mr. Nicholson stated no, not if you are just treating for bugs. If we are fertilizing, 

then it creates a problem because then there are double doses of fertilizer. 

Mr. Moyer stated a friend of mine does this treatment, rather than seeing his whole 

yard get taken over by Chinch Bugs, I suggested to him that for the small amount of 

money it will cost, to go ahead and treat it himself. Do not let our problem become your 

problem if you can solve it yourself. 

Ms. Snyder stated the other problem I heard about was fire ants. 

Mr. Nicholson stated with the rain we have had, one hill will turn into five hills after 

the rain. 

Ms. Snyder stated on Saturday mornings, there are soccer teams using the fields, and 

I let them use my spreader to treat for ants. 

Mr. Nicholson stated we spot treat them, as well. 

Ms. Snyder stated there should be some preparation for weekend games. 

Mr. Nicholson stated we can only treat the hills we find, and we treat them as needed. 

They can establish a mound within 16 hours, and it does not need to be a big mound to be 

serious and have a lot of ants. 

Ms. Kassel stated there is a lack of communication, and everyone needs to know 

more about the care of the section between the curb and the sidewalk and what people are 

responsible for. They should also know that they should report any fire ant mounds they 

see in any of the parks to the CDD as soon as possible so they can be addressed. If 
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residents do not report them, the landscapers may not see them because you are sitting 

higher on equipment. 

Mr. Nicholson stated if it is an established mound and it is fairly large, my staff 

reports it to me and I treat it right away. The residents have been great about reporting 

field issues to me, and I address them right away. 

Ms. Snyder stated I think it is excellent that you are on property all of the time. 

Mr. LeMenager stated there was something on the elevation of trees that I did not 

understand. You said you will be trimming all of the shoots off after summer. 

Mr. Nicholson stated we elevate trees at certain times of the year, normally fall or 

early spring. Elevating means that my staff has to be able to walk or drive under a tree. 

We are constantly cutting off the shoots every week. 

Ms. Kassel stated there are sycamores on the north side of Blue Stem that hang too 

low. 

Mr. Evans stated you submitted a proposal for the Board's consideration. It was a 

very thorough proposal. I liked the presentation and the detail. I suggest we move 

forward with this at the next meeting to give the Board members time to review the 

proposal. Is there a good time to do this? 

Mr. Nicholson stated it does not really matter. We have a moderate cold climate here, 

not a harsh cold, and everything I suggested in the proposal is cold tolerant and relatively 

drought tolerant. I added some changes because I see green everywhere and I want to 

break up the lines a little. Where there are strips of sod, we will remove them and put in 

plants all the way to the curb. 

Ms. Snyder stated we will review this proposal and drive through the community 

before the next meeting. 

E. Developer 
Mr. Tome stated some doggie pots and trash receptacles have been relocated from the 

less-traveled areas to more high-traveled areas. They came primarily out of neighborhood 

G into the community and also in Lakeshore Park. A trash receptacle was moved to the 

small dog park away from the pavilion. The receptacles will have concrete pads under 

them shortly. 

Ms. Kassel stated the receptacle at the small dog park is between the pavilion and the 

benches, and we would prefer it be moved to where there are not any benches. 
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A resident asked could you do the drainage for the dog park at the same time you are 

pouring concrete pads for the trash receptacles? 

Mr. Tome stated we will look at that. We have asked Weekley Homes to pour three

foot by three-foot pads for the trash receptacles, which is just wash-out material they 

would otherwise be throwing away. We can look at, it but if it is a yard or two yards of 

concrete material, that is a different issue. We will evaluate it. Mr. Haskett received 

several proposals for the basketball court. Some proposals were just to put a nonskid 

surface on the court, feeling that would help from a slip perspective, but it would not do 

anything to move water. It will just move one puddle to another spot. In that situation, the 

proposers recommended we blow and clean out the areas where the stress-fracture cuts 

were made. That will drain the water and will keep the site from cracking. Two 

contractors said they did not recommend putting on a nonskid surface. They 

recommended starting in the center with a three-inch core and move two inches to the 

sides. That will create a crowned basketball court. We have bids ranging from $2,000 to 

$10,000 depending on their recommendation. I do not think we have enough information 

yet, and we want to talk to more vendors and have them all come out to figure out the 

right thing to do, if anything. One recommendation was to do nothing but cleaning out 

the stress cuts and make sure they are blown out on a regular basis so they can stay clean 

and water would move. 

Ms. Snyder asked has Mr. Haskett contacted the people who put it in originally? I 

would think something of this size should not have these problems. 

Mr. Tome stated you will have some birdbath areas, which is not unusual in a 

situation when pouring a slab of that size. 

Ms. Snyder stated it seems to me when you build an outside court, it will be used all 

of the time. Sometimes it cannot be used for a couple days. 

Mr. Tome stated that is not unusual with the heavy rains we have been having. This is 

typical in courts I have installed over the years. It does require a squeegee, just like they 

have for hard tennis courts. It is fairly typical to have to push water off of a concrete 

surface. 

Ms. Kassel stated the old half court did not have this problem. 

Mr. Tome stated we are also looking at a much larger surface. The old one did have 

birdbath areas. We will continue to look at it, and we are also talking to the original 
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contractor. At our previous meeting, there was a discussion about looking at the trees in 

the neighborhoods that are dead or dying within the CDD area. We believe there are 

about 26 to 30 trees that are 2-inch to 3-inch caliber and 12 to 14 feet in height. We have 

noted the trees and we will be coming up with a cost estimate of replacing them, which 

we will bring to the Board at a future meeting. These trees are primarily in areas not on 

the main boulevards but on the interior roadways. There was an inspection of the pool 

that took place as is normal, and a small issue closed the pool for 12 to 14 hours. It turns 

out that the inspector was incorrect in her evaluation, and her Supervisor had to come out. 

This is perhaps the third time this has happened. It is being addressed to the point where 

we will get another person from the State to do these inspections because it seems to be a 

personal issue with us or just the fact that she is not sure of what she is inspecting. In all 

cases, there was no action we needed to take to correct the issue. It was an interpretation 

issue. The pool was closed from 5:00 p.m. until 11:00 a.m. the next day. 

FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Supervisor Requests 
Mr. LeMenager stated we all received a notice in the mail about the Comprehensive 

Development Plan for special sign standards within Harmony. Does this affect our CDD 

property? 

Mr. Tome stated yes. The signage in the community never had approval from a 

master signed CDP. We went to the County and submitted one for approval for all kinds 

of signs, existing signs as well as ones that might be used for retail and commercial 

applications, primarily in the Town Center area. It was a nine-month process to go 

through the County to get zoning and Commission approval. We just received approval 

from the Commission. This would include informational signs throughout the community 

pointing to Lakeshore Park and Buck Lake, traffic signs, commercial signs, resale signs, 

the A-frames we use for events, meeting announcement signs, and any type of sign you 

can imagine. We had to submit a plan to get approval for all of those signs. There are 

certain signs you have to get a permit for, such as permanent signs, versus temporary 

signs that can just be placed. 

Ms. Kassel stated if you go online to the Planning Board, you can look at the proposal 

that was submitted. I noted in the proposal the standard for street signs and stop signs had 

a decorative pole for those. Are you considering changing those out? 
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Mr. Tome stated the signs that are here now are the traditional DOT signs, which are 

approved without question. We wanted to submit an alternative, just so we had one, 

should anyone ever want to do something different. They are not cheap; they cost about 

$180 per pole, which includes the sign, but we did that to have the flexibility. We asked 

for a lot of things, such as a cinema sign, so we would not have to go through this process 

again. 

Ms. Kassel stated this was for the entire 11,000 acres, not just the Harmony CDD. 

Mr. Tome stated that is correct. 

Mr. LeMenager stated someone on Primrose Willow decided they could tear up the 

landscaping and they are clearly not putting grass back in that area. It looks like they are 

installing a different type of plant material. I know we did not approve them doing this. 

What is our position in what we want to allow people to do in the easement? 

Mr. Tome stated currently, in the CDD Bylaws and Regulations, there is nothing 

precluding someone to plant an alternative to St. Augustine sod in that area. There is also 

nothing in the HOA restrictions precluding someone from planting something else as an 

alternative. Some things are excluded, but if they are going to plant something like 

jasmine that is drought tolerant, there is nothing to say the homeowner cannot do this. 

When the home is being built and they are planting, they can plant that alternative 

material on the interior streets. They still have to go through architectural approval with 

the HOA. They have to provide a plan for an initial installation as well as for any 

corrections or changes to what is currently installed. 

Mr. LeMenager stated this would not apply to the boulevards where the CDD 

maintains that strip. 

Mr. Tome stated that is correct. 

Mr. LeMenager stated on the internal roads, if someone wants to get rid of the St. 

Augustine and do some other landscaping, they have to go to the HOA and get the 

Design Committee to approve their changes. 

Mr. Tome stated that is correct. 

Mr. LeMenager asked has this been done on Primrose Willow? 

Mr. Tome stated yes. 

A Resident asked what about the brick pavers? 
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Mr. Tome stated those are there temporarily. Because it will be used as a model home 

and there is no parking lot, for access purposes the pavers had to be installed because 

they are using on-street parking, pursuant to the County. When it is sold to a resident, the 

pavers will be removed and sod will be put back in. 

Mr. LeMenager stated we have had a number of builders build homes here, and no 

one has been allowed to do that before. 

Mr. Tome stated I do not know if anyone submitted it for a model for that purpose 

and was denied. 

Mr. LeMenager asked no one asked if they can put in a temporary walkway? 

Mr. Tome stated I was not here at that time, but when I discussed this with Mr. 

Haskett, he had not been asked for these by the builders because they had parking lots 

nearby for that purpose. In this situation, there is no parking lot and they are using on

street parking to gain access to the model. The pavers are there for that purpose, and that 

purpose only. 

Mr. LeMenager stated we should have been asked about it. 

Mr. Tome stated there are documents allowing the developer to make improvements 

and do things in these areas, as we have done in the past with the fence and with 

landscaping, as long as we are tasteful and it is an improvement and it does not degrade 

the property. 

Mr. Boyd stated what makes this unusual is it is a model home, and the County views 

a model home as a commercial building until it is turned over for private use. They 

require parking and access to the building in the same manner they would for a 

commercial facility. Any time a unit is designated as a model home, certain 

improvements have to be done specifically for access. 

Mr. LeMenager stated my primary concern is anyone else who lives on one of these 

boulevards will want to put one in. 

Mr. Tome stated if they do so on their own, they will receive a letter from the HOA 

saying (1) they did not ask for permission and (2) they are in violation. They will receive 

a lien and a fine notice, the same as those people who do not maintain their grass and 

leave trash on their front porch. That is the process in place and will continue to be. 
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SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Audience Comments 
Mr. Steve Berube stated I have made a request maybe three times through the 

complaint process regarding the restroom at Lakeshore Park. There used to be an electric 

water fountain. It disappeared six or eight months ago and has not returned. I asked what 

happened to it. It was a nice water fountain and it is gone. Does anyone know where it 

went and will it come back? 

Mr. Tome stated it was vandalized and destroyed to the point where it could not be 

repaired. It is an expense if the Board wants to replace it. It appears some kids took a 

baseball bat to it. 

Mr. Evans asked what is the cost to replace it? 

Mr. Tome stated the ones we installed at the golf course, cost $1,000 to $1,200. 

Mr. Evans stated we need to decide if we want to spend the money and if it is a 

prudent investment to replace that water fountain. 

Mr. Berube stated we have discussed a swing set and a survey went out. The response 

to the survey was positive. Where do we stand? 

Mr. Evans stated this Board has to decide ifwe want to spend $6,000 for four seats on 

a swing set. 

Mr. LeMenager asked did anyone review the results? 

Ms. Kassel stated I never heard the results. 

Mr. Tome stated the final numbers were, of those who responded, about 65% said 

yes, and about 65% said Lakeshore Park was the place for the location. 

Mr. Evans stated they forgot to ask the question of whether or not they want to spend 

$6,000 for four seats. We asked at the last Board meeting whether this was a prudent 

investment at this time. The first question is whether you want to spend that kind of 

money for a swing, and if you do, where would you put it. I think it is premature to spend 

money on a swing when we have a small amount of capital money and there are a lot of 

things we will need to consider as time goes on. We have a fixed amount of money 

remaining, and we may need to do some repairs to our existing facilities. I agree it is a 

great thing to have and I think the skate park would be a great asset to add to the 

community. We ran the numbers for the skate park and some estimates were over 

$100,000. We have to consider how to spend our money and be prudent, especially in 

today's tough economic times. I suggested at that time we table it, and then they came up 

with the questionnaire. My response is that we reevaluate it at a later date. 
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Mr. LeMenager asked when do we have to spend what is left in the Capital Fund? 

Mr. Moyer stated the requirement when you issue the bonds, is you reasonably expect 

to spend funds in three years. If you do not expend the funds within three years, then you 

limit the investment earnings on what is left to no more than what the bond rate is. You 

will not make any money on the investment and you yield restrict the balance. We have 

expended the vast majority of bond funds within three years, so we are fine. At some 

point, we have to declare the project complete and have the Engineer certify to that. 

There is no problem where we are now. 

Ms. Carla Poirier stated I live on Bracken Fem Drive and I am confused about the 

grass. I was under the impression the grass between the street and the sidewalk was mine, 

but I learned it is CDD grass, but I am responsible to maintain it. 

Mr. Evans stated the land between the curb and the sidewalk is owned by the District. 

The District paid for the sod and the trees. In the HOA documents, each homeowner 

accepts responsibility to maintain the landscaping between the sidewalk and the curb. We 

reviewed those documents with regard to the trees. The District owns those trees, but the 

homeowner does not have an obligation to replace them. I reviewed these documents and 

confirmed with Legal Counsel to get a clear understanding. The homeowner is supposed 

to mow the grass. The District owns that asset. If a tree dies, the District is responsible to 

replace the tree to be consistent with other trees throughout the property. At the 

conclusion of the discussion and rendering of their opinion, we asked staff to look at trees 

needing to be replaced that look like they are dead or dying. The HOA will require you to 

mow the grass. The HOA has the right and the obligation to maintain that area. The 

District has the right, but not the obligation. We can elect to do it, and that is where the 

confusion came in. That is why the District will go back and replace those trees. 

Ms. Snyder stated I think we should make it clear that the homeowner should take 

care of up to 10 feet and trim the shoots. 

Ms. Poirier stated I am concerned when Luke Brothers treats for Chinch Bugs along 

the main roads, they are not going to treat my yard. I like the blanket approach. My 

neighbor's house was empty for two years, and I watered and mowed the grass for two 

years. Then I got to the point where I stopped doing that. Chinch Bugs have taken over 

and now they are in my yard. I am not spending money to replace my lawn when my 

neighbor's lawn has not been replaced or maintained. I think that is a good idea to treat 
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everything because my problem will never go away if my neighbors are not maintaining 

their lawns. Having them spray along the main boulevards will not solve our problem 

because the bugs will jump into our yards. 

Mr. Evans stated I agree with you wholeheartedly. You go from theory to 

implementation, and that is the challenge. The HOA can do the blanket spray on the 

property, even on CDD property between the curb and the sidewalk. The challenge is 

between the individual property owners and the HOA. I think what we want to explore is 

in the spirit of community-wide self-help endeavor. Because of the nature of the 

infestation and how it can go from house to house, all areas will need an application for 

preventive maintenance. Then we have to address who pays and how much. Through the 

HOA, we may be able to look at a budget amendment. We need to consider what it will 

cost to spray this area and get everyone supportive of this work effort. If the HOA Board 

approves it, in the spirit of self help, the HOA has the right of trespass for a self-help 

remedy. That will be the key. Someone will say they have already sprayed their yard and 

they do not want us on their property. We need to be able to override that, and the HOA 

has the right to be on their property. We need to explore that element. On the CDD side, 

we can address our own property but we need to work on the mechanics of the other 

property. 

Ms. Poirier asked has the carpeting been replaced on the pontoon boat? 

Mr. Golgowski stated yes, on both boats. 

Ms. Poirier stated under the budget adoption agenda item, you approve a levy of 

assessments, and we did not know what this was. 

Mr. Evans stated there is a two-step process. First, we adopt the budget, which was 

the first Resolution. Then we take the budget and levy it to all the property owners. We 

used the same methodology as we have always used. 

Mr. Moyer stated that will appear on your real estate tax bill under non-ad valorem 

assessments. 

Ms. Kassel stated it is a technicality of going from approving the budget to the 

properties being assessed. 
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Mr. Winnie Tolentino asked regarding the sidewalks, is that a band-aid repair or a 

permanent panel repair? They shaved my sidewalk and put on a sealant, but it does not 

look right. 

Mr. Boyd stated in order to manage the budget, if shaving the edge will create the 

repair, that is the preferred solution. In most places, there is a slight differential between 

panels causing a trip hazard and shaving. In other places if pieces of the panel are broken 

away or if there is another reason that shaving is not the appropriate solution, then the 

whole panel will be removed. 

Mr. Tolentino stated for the time it took to shave my sidewalk, he could have easily 

replaced the panel. 

Mr. Moyer stated no, that is not correct. All of the grinding that has taken place 

throughout the community cost about $5,600 and you cannot come close to replacing 

panels for that. 

Mr. Evans stated you also have an additional issue when you replace panels and many 

times there will be additional settling because the panels are not contiguous to the 

original pour, so many times you have the same problem in six months. 

Mr. Moyer stated there are also tree roots causing panels to raise. It is a constant 

maintenance issue and traditionally it is done the way we are doing it, by grinding them 

down. The concern is not so much aesthetics as it is safety. 

Mr. Tolentino stated a neighbor had to pay for a tree because there was a gap on our 

street. The builder forgot to put a tree there when they were buildings homes on our 

street, and my neighbor had to pay almost $17 5 to put in a tree in front of his house. 

Mr. Evans stated originally I think there was a requirement that the owners had to 

purchase the trees for each house as the house was being built. We are talking about after 

the fact. 

Ms. Poirier stated when we were owners and we bought here, we were not charged 

for our tree. This guy when he purchased his house was told to pay to put in an additional 

tree, when it should have been there by the builder. 

Ms. Kassel stated that is something you need to take up with your builder. I paid $200 

for each tree on my property. 

Mr. Evans stated the builder had to plant those trees when he built the house. The 

trees were not there in the beginning because of the construction activities, but they were 
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put in when the house was built and then they were owned and maintained by the 

District. On the boulevard trees, the CDD paid for those trees. 

Mr. LeMenager stated I think the difference we are explaining is, if you had to pay to 

put in the tree originally, your issue is with the builder because it was his job. But if you 

have a tree that was destroyed and you paid to replace it, perhaps you should see us 

because it sounds like we had a few people pay for trees that probably should not have. 

Ms. Pam LeMenager stated behind Schoolhouse Road there is a diamond-shaped park 

in the alleys and there is a drain in the park that is not draining. 

Mr. Boyd stated I have a picture of the area, and I will look at it on the way out. I 

suspect mulch is washing over a drain and may be clogging it. 

Ms. LeMenager stated regarding the alleys where you are thinking of putting in 

curbing around the corners, in Celebration, they curbed the alleys and improved some 

corners. The garbage trucks come around and run over them and crack the curbing. Think 

carefully about that because all we will do is start replacing curbing. As far as replacing 

dead trees, if a home is empty or in foreclosure or the owner is not a resident, can you 

delay installing a tree? The water has to be turned on in order for the tree to survive. If 

you are thinking about replacing 60 trees, perhaps we can reduce that to 40 trees to avoid 

vacant homes. 

Mr. Tome stated of the ones we looked at, 60% of them were cases where there was 

no irrigation at the home, so we will definitely not replace trees for those homes. 

Mr. Evans stated it is a case-by-case analysis. We will plant trees in locations where 

they have a good chance of survivability. 

Mr. Jason Shepelrich asked as it relates to the stop signs within the CDD common 

areas, if a sign is higher than normal, about two or three feet, do I bring that up to the 

District? They are being hidden by tree branches. 

Mr. Evans stated the County sets the standards they require, and the contractor 

installs them. You should contact the County. 

Mr. Shepelrich stated there was a great deal of discussion about maintenance of the 

easement area the CDD owns. What is the Board's position on liability in that area? 

Relative to our house, we have 280 days where it becomes an open field because we are 

by the school. People are lined up and standing in the grass. It is not my property, but I 

have the obligation to maintain it. What happens if there is an incident there? 
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Mr. Moyer stated the simple answer is the owner has liability and that is the society 

we live in. The reality is we have a couple things in our favor. As a unit of special

purpose, local government, we are entitled to the State grant of sovereign immunity that 

limits our torte liability exposure. We also insure around that risk. 

Mr. Shepelrich stated our property is unique and no one else has this problem. 

Barring someone falling over on a skateboard or something, it needs to be addressed 

because it is a heavily-trafficked area. 

Ms. Kassel stated I suggest you go to the County and ask them to put cones out so 

people cannot park there. 

Mr. Shepelrich stated we park our own cars in the front to stop other cars from 

standing there and idling, but I cannot stop people who are not doing the proper walk 

through with the cars, which is against school policy. I met with the principal, and it is a 

problem. It is bringing in more traffic to that area and onto CDD property, so you should 

be aware of that. 

Mr. Dave Leeman stated regarding paving of the alleys, you approved the general 

contract and to move forward with additional work. I presume they have to come back to 

the Board and get the additional work approved, not just go ahead and do it. 

Mr. Evans stated they have the authority to make the necessary repairs within the 

budget framework. 

Mr. Leeman asked so the additional work is the curbing and staff can decide on their 

own without coming back to the Board? 

Mr. Evans stated yes. 

Mr. Leeman asked do we expect them to do it anyway? Or are you allowing them to 

move forward and do whatever it costs and we will pay the extra? 

Mr. Evans stated the District Manager has the authority to make decisions within the 

financial limitations of the budget. 

Mr. Leeman stated we have been here for five years and the alleys have not been here 

much longer than that. We are spending about $25,000 to fix them. How long do we 

expect this repair to last? Are we budgeting $5,000 every year for five years to do repairs 

every five years? Or will this repair last ten years and we will not have to budget quite so 

much? 
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Mr. Moyer stated alleys are difficult to maintain, and yes, the Board will have to 

continue to budget and set aside amounts for this type of repair. 

Mr. Leeman asked so we will be looking at this amount of money or more in another 

five years? 

Mr. Evans stated I do not know if anyone can state specifically how much it will cost. 

Mr. Leeman stated I am not looking for a contract, but an estimate. This alley 

suffered a lot because of all the homes that were built. Can we expect this repair to last 

longer this time? 

Mr. Evans stated I think it is a reasonable assumption because of the frequency and 

heaviness of the vehicles. 

Mr. Leeman stated I understand we have to do it on a general basis over the years, but 

I wonder if it will be this much or a little less because the traffic will be less for the next 

five years. 

Mr. Evans stated I would hope it would be less, but at that time, we will do an 

assessment to make a determination. 

Ms. Snyder stated we will keep watching the alleys. 

Mr. Leeman stated up until this year, we would see a sign at the dog park at least once 

a year not to use the park because they are spraying for ants today. Then the ant mounds 

would disappear because they sprayed the entire park. Then we did not have to worry 

about ants. I am not sure if it was fertilizer or pest control, and I do not remember if it 

was once or twice a year. They sprayed it, the parks were closed for a day and that took 

care of the issue. Can we explore this further? Spot treating will not work because the 

ants will come back and we will be spot treating them again. 

Ms. Snyder stated that is a good idea. 

Mr. Leeman stated it was said earlier that we sold bonds for the capital funds. 

Mr. Moyer stated that is correct. 

Mr. Leeman stated so we borrowed money and we are paying it back. If we have 

$50,000 left over when we are done with this last capital project, would it be smart to 

retire some of those bonds or a portion of those bonds? Or is that illegal to do that? 

Mr. Moyer stated the process the Board will go through is to determine if there are 

other capital needs falling under the engineer's report that may be beneficial to the 

community. At the end of the day, if we end up with $50,000 and there are no other 
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capital projects that the Board wants to undertake on the residents' behalf, we will call 

those bonds. We are permitted to call those bonds at par under the Trust Indenture. 

Mr. Leeman asked so we would see a significant savings if we did that? 

Mr. Moyer stated no, not significant. It is $50,000 related to $24 million. It would not 

be something where you would see a big difference. 

Mr. Goldberg stated on the 2004 and 2001 bonds, we are paying 6.75% to 7.25% in 

interest, and we have $3 million sitting in the bank. Rather than going with 1 % or 2% in a 

money market account, why not pay $1 million on each to save approximately $120,000 

per year. 

Mr. Moyer stated when a government sells bonds, as an inducement to the 

bondholder, one of their concerns is what happens if we have an economic environment 

like we have now and for some reason many people do not pay their real estate tax bills 

and assessments. Then there will not be enough money to pay the bondholders their 

annual principal and interest payment, so they set up a fund as part of the original 

issuance so if that scenario ever happens, for a period of time, generally it is a year, there 

are monies available to pay the bondholders with the hope and anticipation that tax 

certificates will sell and the reserve funds will be replenished. It is really a bondholder 

protection issue. There is nothing we can do since this is required by contract. This is not 

just for us; every government that issues bonds has this type of surety so the bondholders 

have some level of comfort that they will get paid their principal and interest on an 

annual basis. 

Mr. Goldberg asked is $3 million the minimum? 

Mr. Moyer stated it is based on a formula, but generally as a rule of thumb it is 10% 

of the principal amount of the bonds. 

Mr. Goldberg asked does that decrease each year? 

Mr. Moyer stated as the principal of the bond is paid off, the Reserve Fund decreases. 

The Trustee looks at that in the normal course of business. When it gets to a certain 

amount, which is in $5,000 increments, we will call bonds. 

Mr. Goldberg stated so there is no prepayment penalty. 

Mr. Moyer stated that is correct. 

Mr. Goldberg asked can we get a better rate than 7%? 
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Mr. Moyer stated if the project were more built out and we had more rooftops, we 

would go to the credit agencies and get a stand-alone credit rating on these bonds. When 

a new community with no homes and the bondholder risk is fairly high, these bonds are 

not rated. In the normal course, you are right, as the community matures, it will be in our 

interest to refinance these bonds, depending on the interest rate environment at that time. 

If we did a bond issue today, first, I am not sure we could do one, and second, it would be 

at 7%. That is where the market is. If we have more rooftops and the exposure and 

bondholder liability for non-payment is spread out over a bunch of homeowners, that is 

much better than having a concentration of risk with just one or two landowners when we 

first started with the developer. 

Mr. Goldberg stated you indicated we pay principal once a year. Is that by rule or can 

we pay twice a year? That will also reduce our interest. 

Mr. Moyer stated under the bond contract, it is typical to pay principal once a year 

and interest semi-annually 

SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS Adjournment 

I The meeting adjourned at 8:10 p.m. 

Gary L. Moyer, Secretary Robert D. Evans, Chairman 
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ASSETS 
CASH 
CASHON HAND 
ASSESSMENTS RECEIVABLE, NET 
DUE FROM OTHER FUNDS 
INVESTMENTS: 

CONSTRUCTION FUND 
PREPAYMENT ACCOUNT 
RESERVE FUND 
REVENUE FUND 

TOTAL ASSETS 

LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCES 

LIABILITIES 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
ACCRUED EXPENSES 
DUE TO OTHER FUNDS 
DEPOSITS 

TOTAL LIABILITIES 

FUND BALANCES 
RESERVED FOR DEBT SERVICE 
RESERVED FOR CAPITAL PROJECTS 
UNRESERVED/UNDESIGNATED 

TOTAL FUND BALANCES 

TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCES 

REPORT DATE: 9/14/2009 

HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
BALANCE SHEET 
AUGUST 31, 2009 

GENERAL 
2001 DEBT 2004 DEBT 
SERVICE SERVICE 

$ $ $ 
499,424 

500 
11,433 36,418 
18,110 

14,325 3,229 
1,430,769 861,350 

240,655 230,035 

$ 529,467 $ 1,722,167 $ 1,094,614 

$ $ $ 
126,752 

37,130 

500 

164,382 

1,722,167 1,094,614 

365,086 

365,086 1,722,167 1,094,614 

$ 529,468 $ 1,722,167 $ 1,094,614 

NOTE: MINOR DIFFERENCES IN STATEMENT TOTALS 
ARE A DIRECT RESULT OF ROUNDING TO WHOLE DOLLARS. 

2004 CAPITAL 
TOTALS 

PROJECTS 

$ $ 
499,424 

500 
47,851 
18,110 

245,330 245,330 
17,554 

2,292,119 
470,690 

$ 245,330 $ 3,591,578 

$ $ 
126,752 
37,130 

18,110 18,110 
500 

18,110 182,492 

2,816,781 
227,219 227,219 

365,086 

227,219 3,409,086 

$ 245,329 $ 3,591,578 

UNAUDITED 



HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
GENERAL FUND 

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING AUGUST 31, 2009 

ANNUAL 
ADOPTED 
BUDGET 

YEAR TO DATE YEAR TO DATE YTD BUDGET VS. 

REVENUE 

INTEREST • INVESTMENTS 

INTEREST- TAX COLLECTOR 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS - TAX COLLECTOR 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS • DISTRICT COLLECTED 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS - DISCOUNTS 

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES 

TOTAL REVENUE 

EXPENDITURES 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
P/R-BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
FICA TAXES 

WORKERS' COMPENSATION 

PROFSERV-ARBITRAGE REBATE 

PROFSERV-DISSEMINATION AGENT 

PROFSERV-ENGINEERING 

PROFSERV-LEGAL SERVICES 

PROFSERV-MGMT CONSULTING SERV 
PROFSERV-SPECIAL ASSESSMENT 

PROFSERV-TRUSTEE 

AUDITING SERVICES 

COMMUNICATION -TELEPHONE 

POSTAGE AND FREIGHT 

INSURANCE - GENERAL LIABILITY 

PRINTING AND BINDING 

LEGAL ADVERTISING 
MISC-ASSESSMNT COLLECTION FEE 

MISC-CONTINGENCY 

OFFICE SUPPLIES 
ANNUAL DISTRICT FILING FEE 

CAPITAL OUTLAY 

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE 

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 

FIELD 
PROFSERV-FIELD MANAGEMENT 

TOTAL FIELD 

LANDSCAPE 
UTILITY - REFUSE REMOVAL 

R&M-GROUNDS 
R&M-IRRIGATION 

R&M-LAKE PHASE II 

R&M-LANDSCAPE - LAKESHORE PARK 

R&M-LANDSCAPE - TOWN SQUARE 
R&M-LANDSCAPE - US 192 ENTR 

R&M-SWIMMING POOL 

R&M-TREES AND TRIMMING 

R&M-TURF CARE 

R&M-SHRUB CARE 

R&M-LANDSCAPE PARC 0-1 PARK 

$ 

5,728 

622,750 

914,363 
(24,910) 

1,517,930 

12,000 
918 

2,000 
3,000 

500 
26,000 
20,000 
50,740 
10,714 
10,000 
15,500 

250 
3,400 

23,000 
7,000 
3,000 

12,455 
1,000 
1,000 

175 
750 

203,402 

22,000 
52,000 
25,000 

30,600 
63,000 
13,300 

15,000 

7,000 

BUDGET ACTUAL ACTUAL VARIANCE 

$ $ $ 

5,251 

622,750 
838,166 
(24,910) 

1,441,256 

11,000 
842 

1,833 
3,000 

500 
23,833 
18,333 
46,512 
10,714 
10,000 
15,500 

229 
3,117 

23,000 
6,417 
2,750 

12,455 
917 
917 

175 
688 

192 730 

20,167 
47,667 
22,917 
28,050 
57,750 
12,192 
13,750 

6,417 

549 
206 

607,292 

762,011 
(8,564) 
1,836 

1,363,330 

8,600 

658 

1,200 
500 

19,613 
26,159 
46,512 
10,714 
10,748 
15,500 

218 
1,140 

18,484 
6,319 
1,491 

13,621 
250 
932 
175 

182,834 

28,544 

28,544 

10,702 
10,498 

22.470 
29,868 
14,653 
18,356 
38,082 

7,555 
23,690 
78,501 
37,639 

4,081 

FAVORABLE 
(UNFAVORABLE) 

(4,702) 
206 

(15,458) 

(76,155) 
16,346 

1,836 

(77,926) 

2,400 
184 

1,833 
1,800 

4,220 
(7,826) 

(0) 

(748) 

11 
1,977 
4,516 

98 
1,259 

(1,166) 
667 
(15) 

688 

9,896 

(28,544) 

(28,544) 

(10,702) 
(10,498) 

(2,303) 
17,799 
8,264 

9,694 
19,668 
4,637 

(9,940) 
(78,501) 
(37,639) 

2,336 

REPORT DATE: 9/14/2009 NOTE: MINOR DIFFERENCES IN STATEMENT TOTALS ARE A DIRECT RESULT OF ROUNDING TO WHOLE DOLLARS. (UNAUDITED) 



HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
GENERAL FUND 

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING AUGUST 31, 2009 

ANNUAL YEAR TO DATE YEAR TO DATE YTD BUDGET VS. 
ADOPTED BUDGET ACTUAL ACTUAL VARIANCE 
BUDGET FAVORABLE 

(UNFAVORABLE} 

$ $ $ $ 
R&M-LANDSCAPE PARC C-2 PARK 6,000 5,500 3,673 1,827 
R&M-LANDSCAPE PET PARK 21,000 19,250 12,813 6,437 
R&M-LANDSCAPE HWY 192 30,000 27,500 17,500 10,000 
R&M-LANDSCAPE PARCEL G PARK 14,400 13,200 8,652 4,548 
R&M-LANDSCAPE POND AREAS 140,100 128,425 87,563 40,862 
R&M-LANDSCAPE BUCK LAKE 6,000 5,500 21,049 (15,549) 
R&M-LANDSCAPE PARC 8 PARK 6,500 5,958 3,749 2,209 
R&M-LANDSCAPE PARC C PARK 6,000 5,500 3,425 2,075 
R&M-PHASE I 80,000 73,333 46,979 26,354 
R&M-PHASEIII 80,000 73,333 48,276 25,057 
R&M-LANDSCAPE PARCEL D-2 & E 13,200 12,100 8,786 3,314 
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES 10,000 9,167 7,540 1,627 

TOTAL LANDSCAPE 641,100 587,675 566,100 21,575 

UTILITY 

ELECTRICITY - GENERAL 21,000 19,250 24,762 (5,512) 

ELECTRICITY - STREETLIGHTfNG 371,000 340,083 343,681 (3,598) 

UTILITY - WATER & SEWER 120,000 110,000 76,592 33,408 

TOTAL UTILITY 512,000 469,333 445,035 24,298 

OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 

PAYROLL-SALARIED 30,889 28,315 2,413 25,902 

PAYROLL-HOURLY 100 (100) 

FICA TAXES 2,111 1,935 192 1,743 

CONTRACTS-LAKE AND WETLAND 40,000 36,667 30,545 6,122 

COMMUNICATION· TELEPHONE 2,700 2,475 2,641 (166) 

R&M-COMMON AREA 12,000 11,000 10,571 429 

R&M-EQUIPMENT 5,000 4,583 20,314 {15,731) 

R&M-POOLS 25,000 22,917 28,873 {5,956) 

R&M-LANDSCAPE LAKESHORE PARK 4,000 3,667 3,667 

R&M-HARDSCAPE CLEANING 10,000 9,167 5,270 3,897 

MISC-LICENSES & PERMITS 900 825 1,173 (348) 

MISC-PARKS 3,600 3,300 1,109 2,191 

MISC-CONTINGENCY 12,000 11,000 17,586 {6,586) 

OP SUPPLIES-POOL AND FOUNTAIN 7,500 6,875 9,250 (2,375) 

TOTAL OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 155,700 142,725 130,037 12,688 

RESERVES 
1ST QUARTER OPERATING RESERVES 173,924 173,924 173,924 

TOTAL RESERVES 173,924 173,924 173,924 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 1,686,126 1,566,388 1,352,550 213,838 

EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES (168,196) (125,132) 10,780 135,912 

OTHER FINANCING SOURCES 

RESERVE-SELF INSURANCE (50,000) (50,000) 50,000 

TOTAL OTHER FINANCING SOURCES (USES) (50,000) (50,000) 50,000 

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES (218.196) . (175.132} 10,780 185,912 

FUND BALANCE, OCTOBER 1 381,906 381,906 354,305 (27,601) 

FUND BALANCE, ENDING $ 163,710 $ 206,774 $ 365,085 $ 158,311 

REPORT DATE: 9/14/2009 NOTE: MINOR DIFFERENCES IN STATEMENT TOTALS ARE A DIRECT RESULT OF ROUNDING TO WHOLE DOLLARS. (UNAUDITED) 



HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
2001 DEBT SERVICE FUND 

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING AUGUST 31, 2009 

ANNUAL YEAR TO DATE YEAR TO DATE YTD BUDGET VS. 
ADOPTED BUDGET ACTUAL ACTUAL 
BUDGET VARIANCE 

FAVORABLE 
(UNFAVORABLE) 

$ $ $ $ 
REVENUE 

INTEREST· INVESTMENTS 25,000 22,917 6,129 (16,788) 
SPECIAL ASSMNTS - TAX COLLECTOR 1,048,703 1,048,703 1,022,673 (26,030) 
SPECIAL ASSMNTS • DISTRICT COLLECTED 461,018 271,405 429,813 158,408 
SPECIAL ASSMNTS • PREPAYMENT 31,009 31,009 
SPECIAL ASSMNTS • DISCOUNTS {43,015) (43,015) (16,795) 26,220 

TOTAL REVENUE 1,491,706 1,300,009 1,472,829 172,820 

EXPENDITURES 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
MISC-ASSESSMNT COLLECTION FEE 21,508 21,508 19,251 2,257 

TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE 21,508 21,508 19,251 2,257 

DEBT SERVICE 
PRINCIPAL DEBT RETIREMENT 270,000 270,000 270,000 
PRINCIPAL PREPAYMENTS 30,000 (30,000} 

INTEREST EXPENSE 1,174,138 1,174,138 1,166,525 7,613 

TOTAL DEBT SERVICE 1,444,138 1,444,138 1,466,525 (22,388) 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 1,465,645 1,465,645 1,485,776 (20,131) 

EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES 26,061 (165,636) (12,947) 152,689 

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES 26,061 (165,636) {12,947) 152,689 

FUND BALANCE, OCTOBER 1 1,725,707 1,725,707 1,735,114 9,407 

FUND BALANCE, ENDING $ 1,751,768 $ 1,560,071 $ 1,722,167 $ 162,096 

REPORT DATE: 9/14/2009 NOTE: MINOR DIFFERENCES IN STATEMENT TOTALS ARE A DIRECT RESULT OF ROUNDING TO WHOLE DOLLARS. (UNAUDITED) 



HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
2004 DEBT SERVICE FUND 

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING AUGUST 31, 2009 

ANNUAL YEAR TO DATE YEAR TO DATE YTD BUDGET VS. 
ADOPTED BUDGET ACTUAL ACTUAL 
BUDGET VARIANCE 

FAVORABLE 
(UNFAVORABLE) 

$ $ $ $ 
REVENUE 

INTEREST - INVESTMENTS 20,000 18,337 3,934 (14,403) 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS - DISTRICT COLLECTED 1,205,596 696,157 849,935 153,778 

TOTAL REVENUE 1,225,596 714,494 853,869 139,375 

DEBT SERVICE 
PRINCIPAL DEBT RETIREMENT 195,000 195,000 195,000 

INTEREST EXPENSE 1,028,025 1,028,025 1,028,025 

TOTAL DEBT SERVICE 1,223,025 1,223,025 1,223,025 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 1,223,025 1,223,025 1,223,025 

EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES 2,571 (508,531) (369,156) 139,375 

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES 2,571 (508,531) (369,156) 139,375 

FUND BALANCE, OCTOBER 1 1,461,322 1,461,322 1,463,770 2,448 

FUND BALANCE, ENDING $ 1,463,893 $ 952,791 $ 1,094,614 $ 141,823 

REPORT DATE: 9/1412009 NOTE: MINOR DIFFERENCES IN STATEMENT TOTALS ARE A DIRECT RESULT OF ROUNDING TO WHOLE DOLLARS. (UNAUDITED) 



HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
2004 CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND 

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING AUGUST 31, 2009 

ANNUAL YEAR TO DATE YEAR TO DATE YTD BUDGET VS. 
ADOPTED BUDGET ACTUAL ACTUAL 
BUDGET VARIANCE 

FAVORABLE 
(UNFAVORABLE) 

$ $ $ $ 
REVENUE 

INTEREST - INVESTMENTS 1,059 1,059 

TOTAL REVENUE 1,059 1,059 

CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS 

CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS A 27,969 (27,969) 

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS 27,969 (27,969) 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 27,969 (27,969) 

EXCESS OF REVENUES OVER (UNDER) EXPENDITURES (26,910) (26,910} 

NET CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES (26,910) (26,910) 

FUND BALANCE, OCTOBER 1 254,129 254,129 

FUND BALANCE, ENDING $ - $ - $ 227,219 $ 227,219 

REPORT DATE: 9/14/2009 NOTE: MINOR DIFFERENCES IN STATEMENT TOTALS ARE A DIRECT RESULT OF ROUNDING TO WHOLE DOLLARS. (UNAUDITED) 



GENERALFUND-BALANCESHEET 

CASH AND INVESTMENTS 

ASSESSMENTS RECEIVABLE, NET 

DUE FROM OTHER FUNDS 

LIABILITIES 

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 

ACCRUED EXPENSES 

DEPOSITS 

Harmony 
Community Development District 

Notes to the Financial Statements 
August31,2009 

See Cash and Investment Report for details 

Delinquent assessments from FY2006. 

Due from Capital Project Series 2004 

City Of St. Cloud 

Severn Trent Management Services 

Luke Brothers Inc. 

Kissimmee Ulility Authority 

FMS 

Woolpert 

Various August Invoices 

Kissimmee Utility Authority 

City Of St. Cloud 

Deposits for Pool Keys 

$ 

$ 

11,433 

18,110 

8,274 

98,745 

8,857 

5,256 

2,840 

714 

Tota1=$=======12=6=,7=5=2= 

5,800 
31,330 

Total =$====3=7==, 1=3=0= 

$ 500 

GENERAL FUND - REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 

REVENUES 

INTEREST- INVESTMENTS 

INTEREST - TAX COLLECTOR 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS - TAX COLLECTOR 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS - DISTRICT COLLECTED 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS - DISCOUNTS 

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES 

EXPENDITURES 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

PROFSERV-ENGINEERING 

PROFSERV-LEGAL SERVICES 

PROFSERV-MGMT CONSUL TING SERV 

PROFSERV-SPECIAL ASSESSMENT 

PROFSERV-TRUSTEE 

AUDITING SERVICES 

COMMUNICATION - TELEPHONE 

POSTAGE AND FREIGHT 

INSURANCE • GENERAL LIABILITY 

Interest Income as of August 2009 

Interest on Assessments collected as of August 2009 

See Assessment Collection Schedule for details 

Birchwood Acres monthly assessment bill - $76, 197 

See Assessment Collection Schedule for details 

Donation - Doreen Bardell Memorial $1,050 

Insurance Payment- Accident 2/4/09 CP Westerkamp $627 

Golf Club Reimbursement for repairs $150 

woolpert invoices paid through July 2009 

Young vanAssenderp P.A . invoices paid through July 2009 

Invoices higher than usual for January and March. 

Increased legal activity due to adoption of new rules. 

Severn Trent Management Services monthly fee 

Severn Trent Management Services invoice. 

US Bank annual fees plus expenses for Series 2001 and Series 2004 

Grau & Associates billing for Audit FY 2008. Paid in full. 

Charges for telephone and faxes. 

Postage for monthly agenda packages and correspondence with trustee. 

Public Risk Agency - Paid in Full for FY 2009 for General Insurance Policy 

Preferred Government - Second Installment for FY 2009 for Worker's Comp Policy 



PRINTING AND BINDING 

MISC-ASSESSMNT COLLECTION FEE 

MISC-CONTINGENCY 

OFFICE SUPPLIES 

ANNUAL DISTRICT FIUNG FEE 

FIELD 

PROFSERV- FIELD MANAGEMENT 

LANDSCAPE 

UTILITY - REFUSE REMOVAL 

R&M-GROUNDS 

R&M-IRRIGATION 

R&M-LAKE PHASE II 

R&M-LANDSCAPE - LAKESHORE PARK 

R&M-LANDSCAPE - TOWN SQUARE 

R&M-LANDSCAPE - US 192 ENTRY 

R&M-SWIMMING POOL 

R&M-TREES AND TRIMMING 

R&M-TURF CARE 

R&M-SHRUB CARE 

R&M-LANDSCAPE PARK D-1 PARK 

R&M-LANDSCAPE PARK C-2 PARK 

R&M-LANDSCAPE PET PARK 

R&M-LANDSCAPE HWY 192 

R&M-LANDSCAPE PARCEL G PARK 

R&M-LANDSCAPE POND AREAS 

R&M-LANDSCAPE BUCK LAKE 

R&M-LANDSCAPE PARK B PARK 

R&M-LANDSCAPE PARK C PARK 

R&M-PHASEI 

R&M-PHASEIII 

R&M-LANDSCAPE PARCEL D-2 AND E 

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES 

ELECTRICITY - GENERAL 

ELECTRICITY - STREETLIGHTING 

UTILITY -WATER & SEWER 

Harmony 
Community Development District 

Notes to the Financial Statements 
August 31, 2009 

Copies of agendas for board meetings. Average monthly $593 

Pages printed in December 2008 (5,033) 

Commission on Collected Assessment, including Administrative costs of $779 

Shade Systems - Wire Fee 

Severn Trent Management Services average monthly fee $65 

NG! Digital- Landscaping RFP Packages $279 

Meeting Room Expenses $132 

Department of Community Affairs 

Salary for full-time dockmaster. Monthly fee $3,568 started in Febraury 2009 

Luke Bros monthly fee for trash removal and litter control within District 

Luke Bros monthly fee to maintain ground cover and plant annuals within District 

Irrigation repairs by Luke Bros Landscape. Payment for part of May 2009 $1,425 

REW Lanscape final bill $45 

Walker Technical Services average monthly fee monitoring of Maxi Com $583 

REW Landscape monthly fee for $4,083 for Secondary Entrance. Final bill $1,284 

REW Landscape monthly fee $1,975. Final Bill $828 

REW Landscape monthly fee $2,429 Final Bill $1,019 

REW Landscape monthly fee $5,015 for Entry US 192. 

and $200 for US 192 Entrance to Fence line West Side. Final Bill $1,577 

REW Landscape monthly fee $1,018. Final bill $427 

A Cut Above Tree and Landscape- One time tree work $14,000 

Trimming of 384 trees$ 3,000 

Luke Bros monthly fee for pruning and maintenance for trees under 10 feet 

Luke Bros monthly fee for mowing, edging and maintenance of turf within District 

Luke Bros monthly fee for pruning.mulching and maintaining shrubs within District 

REW Landscape monthly fee $550. Final bill $231 

REW Landscape monthly fee $495. Final bill $208 

REW Landscape monthly fee $1,673. Final bill $702 

REW Landscape- Installation of Live Oak $400 

REW Landscape monthly fee $2,500. Final bill. 

REW Landscape monthly fee $1,200. Final bill $251 

Greer's Landscape monthly fee $11,675. June bill $5,838 

Greer's Landscape average monthly fee $300 

REW Landscape monthly fee $520. Final bill $109 

REW Landscape monthly fee $475. Final bill $100 

REW Landscape monthly fee $6,332 for Blvd & Linear Park. Final bill $2,655 

REW Landscape monthly fee $6,600 tor Long Park East and Streetscape 

Final bill $ 2,076 

REW Landscape monthly fee $1,100. Final bill $461 

REW Landscape- Installation of Holly, mulch $625 

REW Landscape- Playground mulching $7,540 

City of St. Cloud average monthly fee $2,384 for services paid through August 2009 

City of SI. Cloud average monthly fee $28,480 for services paid through August 2009 

KUA average monthly fee $6,704 for services paid through August 2009 



OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 

PAYROLL-SALARIED 

FICA TAXES 

CONTRACTS-LAKE AND WETLAND 

COMMUNICATION - TELEPHONE 

R&M-COMMON AREA 

R&M-EQUIPMENT 

R&M-POOLS 

R&M-HARDSCAPE CLEANING 

MISC-LICENSES & PERMITS 

MISC-PARKS 

MISC-CONTINGENCY 

OP SUPPLIES-POOL AND FOUNTAIN 

Harmony 
Community Development District 

Notes to the Financial Statements 
August 31, 2009 

Salary for assistant dock.master. 

Taxes for assistant dockmaster. 

Aquatic System monthly fees of $2,388 and $386. 

The $378 monthly billing in effect since Jan 2006 covers ponds in 

Sites 32-34 and Control Structure Outfalls 5,7,8,10,12.13,15,17,18,19,21,24,25,27,28-34 

The $2,388 monthly billing covers 30 Ponds 1-8,10-31. 

AT&T and Embarq monthly fee paid through August 2009 

Monthly trash pick up and dumpster pick up services by REW Landscape. 

Folsom Services- Electrical work, Installed boxes $1,644 

lntellicept- Skatestoppers $375 

GMS- Remove Swin Club Gate $405 

Harmony Development Co. Maintenance $467 

Advance Marine boat supplies 

NAPA Auto Parts 

St. Cloud Welding - Pontoon Repair 

$ 16,409 

2,144 

1,761 

Total =$======""'2""0!;:,3 ... 14..., 

Jan Pro and Robert's Pool Service monthly fee $1,880 

Chapco Fence- Fence Installation $2,440 

Wesco - Water Feature part $780 

Various invoices for pest control and pool supplies $3,423 

Ledesma Innovations Inc.- Pressure washing post and rail $5,270 

Osceola County Health Department- Re-Inspections 

REW Landscape- Utter bags $440 

All Florida Septic- Repair pipe in lift station $375 

Shade System for Swim Club 

Chapco Fence- Fence repair Dog/Water Park 

GMS Home Repair- Installation 

REW Landscape- Litter bags 

Poolworks- New Pool Drain March 

FMS- Repair sidewalks 

$ 5,487 

3,355 

1,045 

793 

1,650 

5,256 

Total =$=======1=7!:,5=86= 

Spies Pool LLC average monthly fee $ 847 for pool chemicals and bleach. 

Higher volume in Summer. 

SERIES 2001 DEBT SERVICE FUND· BALANCE SHEET 

~ 
CASH AND INVESTMENTS See Cash and Investment Report for details 

ASSESSMENTS RECEIVABLES, NET Delinquent assessments from FY2006. Added to On-Roll assessments for FY2010 



Harmony 
Community Development District 

Notes to the Financial Statements 
August 31, 2009 

SERIES 2001 DEBT SERVICE FUND - REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 

REVENUES 

INTEREST- INVESTMENTS 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS - TAX COLLECTOR 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS - DISTRICT COLLECTED 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS - PREPAYMENT 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS - DISCOUNTS 

EXPENDITURES 

ADMINSTRATIVE 

MISC-ASSESSMNT COLLECTION FEE 

DEBT SERVICE 

INTEREST EXPENSE 

Interest Income as of July 2009 

See Assessment Collection Schedule for details. 

Received assessments for FY 2008 

Prepaid by Vista Title Company 

See Assessment Collection Schedule for details 

Commission on Collected Assessments 

Due to previous years principal prepayment, the interest payment was lower than 

budgeted. 

SERIES 2004 DEBT SERVICE FUND - BALANCE SHEET 

ASSETS 

CASH AND INVESTMENTS See Cash and Investment Report for details 

SERIES 2004 DEBT SERVICE FUND - REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES 

REVENUES 

INTEREST- INVESTMENTS 

SPECIAL ASSMNTS - DISTRICT COLLECTED 

EXPENDITURES 

ADMINSTRATIVE 

MISC-ASSESSMNT COLLECTION FEE 

DEBT SERVICE 

INTEREST EXPENSE 

Interest Income as of July 2009 

Received assessments for FY 2008 

Commission on Collected Assessments 

Due lo principal prepayment, interest is lowered than budgeted. 

SERIES 2004 CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND - BALANCE SHEET 

~ 
CASH AND INVESTMENTS See Cash and Investment Report for details 

Construction In Progress- Invoices still generated and paid from Construction account 

LIABILITIES 

DUE TO OTHER FUNDS Due to General Fund $ 18,110 



ACCOUNT NAME 

GENERAL FUND 

Checking Account- Operating 
Cash On Hand 

Harmony 
Community Development District 

Cash and Investment Report 
August31,2009 

BANK NAME 

Centerstate Bank 0.25% 

DEBT SERVICE AND CAPITAL PROJECT FUNDS 

Series 2001 Prepayment Fund US Bank 0.00% 
Series 2001 Reserve Fund US Bank 0.00% 
Series 2001 Revenue Fund US Bank 0.00% 
Series 2004 Prepayment Fund US Bank 0.00% 
Series 2004 Reserve Fund US Bank 0.00% 
Series 2004 Revenue Fund US Bank 0.00% 
Series 2004 Contruction Fund US Bank 0.00% 

Subtotal 

BALANCE 

$ 499,424 
500 (1) 

14,325 
1,430,769 

240,655 
3,229 

861,350 
230,035 
245,330 

$ 3,025,692 (2) 

Total $ 3,525,617 
:::::::::===::::::::::::==== 

NOTE 1 - PETTY CASH. 
NOTE 2 - INVESTED IN FIRST AMERICAN GOVERNMENT OBLIGATION FUND - RATING AAAM/AAA 

Report Date: 9/14/2009 



Date Net Amount 
Received Received 

Harmony 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

ASSESSMENT COLLECTIONS SCHEDULE - OSCEOLA COUNTY 
FISCAL YEAR ENDING SEPTEMBER 30, 2009 

General Fund 
Discount Commission Gross Gross 
Amount Amount Amount Assessments 

Asssessments Levied $1,671,453 $ 622,750 
Allocation% 100% 37% 

11/12/08 $ 1,824 $ 103 $ 37 $ 1,964 $ 732 

12/01/08 18,609 791 380 19,779 7,369 

12/11/08 134,952 5,738 2,754 143,444 53,444 

12/23/08 516,851 21,944 10,548 549,343 204,674 

01/14/09 26,157 826 534 27,517 10,252 

02/14/09 15,572 434 318 16,323 6,082 

03/13/09 14,415 190 294 14,899 5,551 

04/15/09 701,295 26 14,312 715,633 266,630 

05/14/09 29,769 (803) 608 29,574 11,019 

06/09/09 8,900 (265) 182 8,817 3,285 

06/23/09 101,186 {3,494} 2,065 99,757 37,167 

07/14/09 2,987 (131} 61 2,917 1,087 

TOTAL $ 1,572,514 $ 25,359 $ 32,092 $ 1,629,965 $ 607,292 

% COLLECTED 97.52% 97.52% 

Series 2001 
Debt Service 

Gross 
Assessments 

$ 1,048,703 
63% 

$ 1,232 

12,410 

89,999 

344,669 

17,265 

10,241 

9,348 

449,002 

18,555 

5,532 

62,589 

1,830 

$ 1,022,673 

97.52% 

I TOTAL OUTSTANDING $ 41,488 $ 15,457 $ 2s,0~1> I 

Date of Report 
9/11/2009 
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Harmony COD 

Septmber 11, 2009 

INVOICE APPROVAL #113 

ITEM NO. PA YEE 

A-1 Pest Control 
#090309 

Advanced Marine 
#42127 
#41614 

Aquatic Systems Inc. 
#0000129969 
#0000129951 

AT&T 
#993377858 7/19-8/18 

City of St Cloud 

Embarq 

Billing Period 7/9-8/10 

#072509-11308 8/25-9/24 
#090409-27636 9/4-10/3 

#9-181-30301 

A=Approval 
R=Ratification 

A 

Vendor Total 

A 
A 

Vendor Total 

A 
A 

Vendor Total 

R 

Vendor Total 

R 

Vendor Total 

R 
R 

Vendor Total 

R 

Vendor Total 

General Fund 

$75.00 

$75.00 

$406.04 
$119.08 

$525.12 

$395.00 
$2,388.00 

$2,783.00 

$71.88 

$71.88 

$926.62 

$926.62 

$43.08 
$46.62 

$89.70 

$6.39 

$6.39 



FMS 
#2 R $5,256.00 

Vendor Total $5,256.00 

Harmon~ Develoj;!ment Comj;!an~ 
#7052723 A $294.05 

Vendor Total $294.05 

Jan-Pro Cleaning 
#11372 A $735.39 

Vendor Total $735.39 

Kissimmee Utilit~ Authorit~ 
Billing Authority R $8,857.09 

Vendor Total $8,857.09 

Lukes Brothers Inc. 
#0906-95732 June R $49,372.53 
#0909-96179 September A $49,372.53 

Vendor Total $98,745.06 

NaE!a Auto Parts 
#486826 A $888.48 
#482137 A $225.97 

Vendor Total $1,114.45 

Orlando Sentinel 
#0861681902 R $165.20 

Vendor Total $165.20 

Osceola Count~ Health Dej;!artment 
#082809-00621 R $50.00 
#082809-00622 R $50.00 
#082809-00634 R $50.00 
#082609-00687 R $50.00 

Vendor Total $200.00 



Roberts Pool Service 

#081509 A $1,475.00 

Vendor Total $1,475.00 

Severn Trent Services 

#2042865 A $8,274.08 

Vendor Total $8,274.08 

Spies 
#200325 A $179.90 
#200326 A $179.90 
#201313 A $233.35 
#201314 A $180.15 
#203303 A $75.10 
#203304 A $302.55 
#203352 A $284.00 
#203353 A 485.50 

Vendor Total $1,434.95 

Walker Technical Services 
#659 A $250.00 

Vendor Total $250.00 

Woolpert 
#2009001816 A $2,235.00 
#2009001862 A $4,331.63 
#2009002016 A $1,965.00 
#2009006181 A $2,840.00 

Vendor Total $11,371.63 

Total $142,650.61 



Harmony 
Community Development District 

Check Register 
August 1 - August 31 , 2009 



Report Date 
9111/2009 

HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
Check Register By Vendor 

For The Period from 8/01/09 to 8/31/09 
For All Funds 

.. ~~Jto.· ~·~'. ;:_p.~ij;Jf~:- :i;}~~~tN~~,t~~~~\:~ =tifr~t~~;; r; '.;~*-~:~~---W: :1~=~~\{1~\/~f~J~!!~q~.;~~~:} iJp;~if;,J~~:~it~i~1: ~t~~~W.~iffiill 1:;~~: 

001 

001 

001 
001 
001 
001 
001 

516Q7 

51&66 

51632 
51647 
51648 
51649 
S1650 

-- --------- - . ----~ WAU<Ell TfCHNICAL 51:RVll:l:5 Total 250.00 
8/28/2009 WOOLPERT INC. 2009005507 

WOOLPEllT INC, Total 
8/28/2009 YOUNG VAA ASSl:NOEI\P, P.A. 8837 

YOUNG VAN ASSENDERP, P.A. Total 
Grand Total 

8/7/2009 
8/21/2009 
8/21/2009 
8/21/2009 
8/21/2009 

ENG FEES· JUNE 

LEGAL Fl;ES-JULY 

TliOMAS E. HALE 
ROBERT 0. EVANS 
NANCY M. SNYDER 
MARK W. I.EMENAGER 
THOMAS E. HALE 

Prof'Serv•Engineeting 

PralServ•legal Services 

PAYROLL 
PAYROU. 
PAYROU. 
PAYROU. 
PAYROU. 

531013 • 51501 902.6S 
902.65 

531023 • 51401 2,065.75 
2,,065,75 
57,303.95 

9.23 
184.70 
184.70 
184.70 
83.ll 

\credits ,,.-,,, .::,:,,: >·, , I 
!sub Total ! $ 57,950.39 ! 

~~!l'io.J~~'• :~~~~~~~~my~~~r~::~~~r::~~®~ F~i~~~.!~~r~i. ·ir,;;=~~-~·~~~:~~~:-~~~:r,r~1~~;q~~~~l~~~~i.~WJfu~Jim~~i,9.-r~lf.~~[t(~r.~;1;•/·:1 

201 51631 8/3/2009 US 8ANK NATIONAL ASSOC 073109 TRANSFEA OF TAX RECEIPTS 2008/09 Due From Other Funds 131000 • 

[CreditS 

Sub Tota! l.t74,_31 

Total Olec:ks Paid. 5_9,824.Z.0. 

·-- -~-·-·-·-••.-· .. ~ ..... 

S F V E R :\: ·,".,-;,-: , 

TRE:--:T - _ 
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Report Date 
9/11/2009 

HARMONY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 
Check Register By Vendor 

For The Period from 8/01/09 to 8/31/09 
For All Funds 

F~j.~fi~~j~~~J;;'if.::;~,:E•:;>;y.;.:~~~:.::'. ,.,;;;;,;,;~J:ti:::v.~:~il;-~,.:•1:l:'i',:':':.j!/i;~~~i:Hi:xrm:TT:•:·?~~i~.m.lft:11~~/ii!it~);o~·:•:•' 
001 S16S5 8/28/2009 A·1 HOME INSPECTION SVC 080609 PEST CONTROL-AUG R&M·Pools 546074 • 539IO 

001 
001 
001 

001 
001 

001 

001 
001 
001 

001 
001 
001 

001 
001 
001 

001 

001 

001 

001 
001 
001 

001 

001 
001 

001 

001 
001 
001 

001 

001 

001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 
001 

001 
001 

001 

51653 
51653 
51653 

51654 
5165'1 

8/28/2009 
8/28/2009 
8/28/2009 

A-1 HOME INSPfCTION SVC Total 
ADVANCED MARINE SERVICES 41352 
ADVANCED MARINE SERVICES 412q8 
ADVANCED MARJNE SERVICES 39908 
ADVANCED MARINE SERVICES Total 

8/28/2009 AQUATIC SYSTEMS, INC 0000127612 
8/28/2009 AQUATIC SYSTEMS, INC 0000127594 

AQUATIC SYSTEMS, INC Total 

FUEL FlL TER KIT 
SUPPUES 
BATTERY CHECK 

MlHLY LAKE &. Wl:Tl.ANC SVCS-AUG 
MlHLY LAKE & Wm.ANO SVCS-AUG 

51633 8/3/2009 AT & T 993377858X07262009 #993377858 6/19-7/18 

51644 
51644 
51651 

51637 
51645 
51645 

51634 
51638 
51652 

S1639 

51646 

51656 

51635 
51635 
51640 

51657 

51658 
51658 

51659 

51636 
S1643 
51643 

51660 

51661 

51662 
51662 
51662 
51662 
51662 
51662 
51662 

51663 
51663 

8/14/2009 
8/14/2009 
8/20/2009 

8/5/2009 
8/14/2009 
8/14/2009 

8/3/2009 
8/5/2009 
8/20/2009 

AT&T Total 
CITY OF ST a.DUD 
CITY OF ST a.DUD 
CITY OF ST CLOUD 
crrv OF ST CLOUD 
EMBARQ 
EMBARQ 
EMBARQ 
EMBARQ Total 
FEDEX 
FEOEX 
FEDEX 
FEDEX Total 

Total 

081109 
081109 
081209 

072509-11308 
080709-8318S 
080409-27636 

9-268-25760 
9-276-09824 
9-181-30301 

8/5/2009 HARMONY GOLF PR.l:SER\11: 000997 
HARMONY GOLF PRESERVE Total 

8/14/2009 HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES 70S2723 
Total 

11152 
HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES 

8/28/2009 JAN-PRO OF ORLANCO 

8/3/2009 
8/3/2009 
8/S/2009 

JAN-PRO OF ORlANDO Total 
KISSIMMEE UTlU1"( AUTHORITY 
KISSIMMEE UTILITY AUTHORITY 
IOSSIMMEE UTILITY AllTHORITY 
KISSIMMEE UTILITY AUTI10RI1Y 

072709 
072709-48380 
073109-44380 

8/28/2009 WKE BROTHERS INC. 
Total 

)010231 
LUKE BROTIIERS INC. Total 

8/28/2009 NAPA AUTO PARTS 476883 
479766 8/28/2009 NAPA AUTO PARTS 

NAPA AUTO PARTS Total 
8/28/2009 NG! DIGITAL 31-324075 

8/3/2009 
8/5/2009 
8/S/2009 

NGX DIGITAL Total 
ORLANDO SENTINEL 
ORLANDO SENTINEL 
ORLANDO SENTINEL 
ORI.ANDO SENTINEL Total 

699109001 
707295001 
68563001 

8/28/2009 POOLWORKS 80178 
POOLWORl<S Total 

8/28/2009 ROBERTS POOL SERVICE & REPAIR 071509 

8/28/2009 
8/28/2009 
8/28/2009 
8/28/2009 
8/28/2009 
8/28/2009 
8/28/2009 

ROBERTS POOL SERVICE & REPAIR Total 
SEVERN 1RENT ENVIRONMEITTAL SER 2042473 
SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SER 2042473 
SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SER 2042473 
SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SER 2042473 
SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SER 2042473 
SfVERN 1RENT ENVIRONMENTAL SER 2042473 
SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMEITTAL SER 2042473 
SEVERN TRENT ENVIRONMENTAL SER Total 

8/28/2009 SPIES POOL U.C 201358 
8/28/2009 SPIES POOL U.C 201359 

SPIES POOL LLC Total 
51!;1;4 -- . 8/28/2009 WAU<ER TECHNICAL SERVICES 646 

eaenerenne-:nmm.,_ ........ --··--····· ..... . 
Sf'\' l' P :S.: · .. - .... ,," .. ::,.::. 
..... , ·"- ~~ 
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BIWNG PERIOD 7/9•8/10 
BIWNG PERJOD 7/9·8/10 
BIWNG 7 /9-8/10 

#4078911308 7/25-8/24 
#40749831858/7·9/6 
#4078927636 8/+9/3 

#2506-5623·8 
#2506·5623-8 
#2514-793i:l"5 

ROOM RENTAL-MTG 7/30 

#6035322024908018 PAlNT 

JANITORIAL SVCS-AUGUST 2009 

BILLING PERJOD 6/17-7/20 
#1525420-948380 6/17-7/20 
#1525420-944380 6/17-7/20 

IRRJGATION -MAlN UNE REPAIR 

PARTS 
PARTS 

AQUATIC RFP PACKAGES 

LEGAL AD-MTG 8/18 
LEGAL AD-MTG MTG 7/30 
LEGAL AO·MTG 6/25 

REPAJRS TO POOL 

POOL MAINT-JULY 

MGT FEES-JULY 2009 
MGT FEES-JULY 2009 
MGT FEES-JULY 2009 
MGT FEES-JULY 2009 
MGT FEES-JULY 2009 
MGT FEES-JULY 2009 
MGT FEE5-JULY 2009 

SULK BLEACH 
BUU< BLEACH 

MONITORING OF MAXI-COM svsr-AUG 

R&.IHquiPment 546022 • 53910 
R&M·Equipment S46022 • 53910 
R&M·EQulpment S46022 • 53910 

ContractNake and Wetland 534021 • 53910 
Contracts-Lake and Wetland 534021 • 53910 

Communication - Telephone 541003 • 53910 

ElectridtY - Stn:ellighting 543013 - 53903 
Elecbidty • General S43006 - 53903 

~lectrfdty • Streetllghting 543013 • 53901 

COrnmunlc.atlon • Telephone 541003 • 53910 
CommunicatiOn • Telephone 541003 • 53910 
Communicatlon - Telephone S41003 - 53910 

Postage and Freight 541006 - 51301 
Postage and Freight 541006 • 51301 
Postage and Freight 541006 • 51301 

Mlsc<:ontlngency 549900 • 51301 

R&M-common Area 546016 - S3910 

R&M-Pools 546074 - 53910 

utility - Water & Sewer 5'13021 - 53903 
utility - Water & Sewer 543021 - 53903 
utllitY - Water & Sewer 543021 - 53903 

R&M·lrrigation 546041 • 53902 

R&M-Equlpment 546022 • 53910 
R&M•Equipment 546022 - 53910 

Office SUpplies 551002 - 51301 

Legal Advertising 5'18002 - 51301 
Legal Advertising 548002 • 51301 
Legal Advertislng 548002 " 51301 

R&M·Pools 546074 • 53910 

R&M·Pools 546074 • 53901 

Pro!Serv•Mgmt Consulting Serv 531027 - 51201 
Prol'Serv-Fleld Management 531016 • 53901 

Po$titge and Freight 541006 • 51301 
Pr1nting and Binding S47001- 51301 

Office Supplies 551002 • 51301 
Communlcalfon - Telephone 541003 • 51301 
CommuniCatlcn • Telephone S41003 • 51301 

Op S\Jpplies-Pool and Fountain 552008 - 53910 
Op suwlies-Pool and Fountain 552006 - 53910 

R&M·lrrigattcn 546041 • 53902 

: .OM!ck~,t;,, 
75.00 

7S,OO 
169.38 
106.61 
130.05 

406,04 
395.00 

2,388.00 
2,783.00 

62.82 
62.82 

31,329.93 
1,196.14 

926.62 
33A52.69 

42.90 
48.98 
46.62 

138-50 
6.15 

57.40 
6.39 

69.94 
46.22 

46.22 
57,53 

57.53 
735.39 

735.39 
3,728.94 

142,80 
689.91 

4,561,65 
425.00 

425.00 
51.25 
15.89 

67.14 
144.04 

144,04 
56,60 
45.80 
44.60 

147,00 
702.00 

702.00 
1,180.00 
1,180.00 

4,228,33 
3,568.00 

48.36 
524.80 

9.50 
6.10 
1.00 

8,386.09 
136.75 
508.75 

645,50 
250.00 

;~~~ ... ~~- ~ Wt.&l!iltb.: 

Treasury Services Department 
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HARMONY FY 2008 COMMUNICATION LOG 

Date Descrlotlon of complaint Location AcUontaken Work Status Completed by: 

6/4/2009 sidewalk not reoaired after water main break reoair 7048 Buttonbush Loop REPLACED SIDEWALK Comolete 
6/10/2009 concerns reoardina Dool securitv & safetv Brenda emailed. Pendina 
6/29/2009 oool issues: heater sDlash Dool Swim club DOOi Comolete 
6/30/2009 arass not beina cut 3320 Bracken Fem ComDlete 
6/30/2009 water fountains are slimy Comolete 
7/2/2.009 unhappy with Iona arass and cliooinas aoina into dra Dahoon Hollv Court Comolete 
7/212.009 unhaDov with arass not beina cut across from Ashlev Park condos ComDlete 
7/6/2.009 possible chinch bugs 3358 Cat Brier Trail Complete 
7/6/2.009 drinkina fountain on permanently doa park REPAIRED VALVE Complete TH 

7/7/2009 landscaoe issues Beararass Rd. Park at Buck Lake Comolete 

7/8/2009 tree needs to be re-staked, leaning Jarae doa oark ComDlete TH 

7/8/2009 tot lot has long grass & weeds condos in Ashley Park not COD, but HOA Complete 

7/13/2009 numerous landscape issues Beargrass, Bluestem, Todd to address w/Luke Bros. Pending Luke Bros. 

7/24/2009 landscape concern west entrance. light pole & Pendina 

7/28/2009 landscape issue in common area Bracken Fem not to be mowed by cdd per Todd Comolete 

8/3/2009 foul smelling water at drinking fountains/dog park Cat Brier Trail flushed lines Complete Todd 

8/3/2009 dog bins full opposite 3363 Cat Brier Trail Complete Luke Bros. 
8/3/2009 grass dying 3358 Cat Brier Trail Complete Luke Bros. 

8/5/2009 broken sprinkler head-"geyser" 7114 Five Oaks Complete Todd 

8/11/2009 chinch buas 3324 Cat Brier Trail Luke Bros. will be replacing CDD turf Comolete Luke Bros. 
8/13/2009 upset with condition of COD grass 3330 Cat Brier Trail Comolete 
8/14/2009 alligator Bracken Fem Greg G. found him to be no threat, will Complete Greg G. 

8/17/2009 sidewalk needing grinding still not repaired Schoolhouse Rd. forwarded to Brenda, Gary Complete Brian 

8/17/2009 large dog park has fire ant mounds Primrose Willow Complete Luke Bros. 

8/17/2009 large dog park has large depression in it Comolete Luke Bros. 

8/17/2009 reouest to oowerwash sidewalks Ashlev Park condos HOA issue Comolete 
8/21/2009 request from County to clear landscape around K--8 emailed Todd Complete Luke Bros. 

8/24/2.009 irrigation water leak front of the community School emailed Todd Complete - Luke Bros. 

8/25/2009 sidewalks need grinding Five Oaks Road Given to Brian r ,r\ll-.\ .... ~Q ~ Gftil } I 
8/28/2009 non-harmony residents using pool Ashley Park Shad confirms the problem - !Pending 

. 
Shad 

8/28/2009 sprinklers in parks running non-stop 6882 Sundrop St. emailed Todd/Luke Bros. aware of Complete GREG&TODD 

8/28/2009 unhappy with lanscape maintenance/chiggers 6882 Sundrop St. ADDRESSING WITH LUKE BROS Pending 

9/3/2009 staff member rude to guest of owner/threatened fishing pier emailed Shad Resolved 

9/14/2009 



HARMONY FY 2008 COMMUNICATION LOG 

Date DescrlDtlon of complaint Location Action taken Work Status Completed by: 

9/8/2009 public phone at swim club by the Tavern is removing phone Complete Todd 

9/8/2009 tiles broken on the rim of the Tavern pool son's hand cut bv tiles repairing tiles Comolete Todd 
9/11/2009 "self-help" maintenance not on schedule HOA issue Not Appllicable 

9/14/2009 
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REVISED NOTICE OF MEETINGS 
HARMONY 

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT 

The Board of Supervisors of the Harmony Community Development District will hold 
their meetings for Fiscal Year 2010 at Harmony/Greensides, 7251 Five Oaks Drive, Harmony, 
Florida on the last Thursday of each month as follows unless otherwise indicated: 

October 29, 2009-6:00 P.M. 
November 19, 2009 (Third Thursday)-9:00 A.M. 
December 17, 2009 (Third Thursday)-6:00 P.M. 
January 28, 2010-9:00 A.M. 
February 25, 2010 - 6:00 P.M. 
March 25, 2010 -9:00 A.M. 
April 29, 2010-6:00 P.M. 
May 27, 2010-9:00 A.M. 
June 24, 2010-6:00 P.M. 
July 29, 2010 -9:00 A.M. 
August 26, 2010 - 6:00 P.M. 
September 30, 2010-9:00 A.M. 

There may be occasions when one or more Supervisors will participate by telephone. At 
the above location there will be present a speaker telephone so that any interested person can 
attend the meeting at the above location and be fully informed of the discussions taking place 
either in person or by telephone communication. 

Any person requiring special accommodations at this meeting because of a disability or 
physical impairment should contact the District Office at (954) 753-5841 at least two (2) 
calendar days prior to the meeting. 

Each person who decides to appeal any action taken at these meetings is advised 
that person will need a record of the proceedings and that accordingly, the person 
may need to ensure that a verbatim record of the proceedings is made, including 
the testimony and evidence upon which such appeal is to be based. 

Gary L. Moyer 
Manager 



FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS 
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Passengers 

Da~e~/he 1:i1i~I~t~~] Po~~~on 

Mon, Thurs* 11 

Fri, Sat, Sun 

Totals 

Comments 

Trips 
Days of the ini;;y+~i!!ri:rnM~:I 20' 

Week 

Mon, Thurs * 

Fri, Sat, Sun 

Totals 

Harmony CDD 
Buck Lake Boat Use 

8/17/2009-9/13/09 

16' Small 
Pontoon I Fishing Boat 

4 

16' Small 
Pontoon I Fishinq Boat 

2 

18' Fishing 
Boat 

8 

18' Fishing 
Boat 

4 

Comments 
* Buck Lake is closed on Tuesday & Wednesday 

Last Month 

Passengers 54 8 0 23 

Trips 15 4 0 10 

Sail 
Boat 

Sail 
Boat 

0 

0 

Canoes I Kayaks 

Canoes I Kayaks 

0 0 

0 0 

Solar 
Boat 

Solar 
Boat 

0 

0 
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LUKE ROTHERS INC. 
I LANDSCAPE SERVICES 

MONTHLY MAINTENANCE REPORT 
SEPTEMBER 2009 

HarmonyCDD 
3500 Harmony Square Drive West 

Harmony, FL 34773 

To: Todd Haskett, Project Coordinator 
From: Tim Nicholson, Orlando Sr. Account Manager - Luke Brothers Landscape Services 
Date: September 14, 2009 

Irrigation Work 

• Monthly Irrigation inspection has been preformed and repairs are being made as per 
Todd's approval for the month of August to September 14, 2009 
o Made adjustment to heads, as needed, in the playground fountain area for better 

coverage to turf and shrubs. 
o Repaired two mainline breaks, on Cat Briar, on the golf course side. 

Annuals 

• Annuals Coleus mixed colors will be pinched back, as needed, to allow for proper growth 
pattern and to not become leggy and unsightly as you look into the areas. 

• At this time, the existing annuals will remain through the summer months. 
• The next rotation of annual will be Dwarf Pentas - mixed colors. 

Mowing 

• Schedule is coming along very well. 
• Each week, we are becoming more acclimated with the property and have been staying on 

our schedule which is based on the weekly site map that we provided to Todd. 

• Remains on schedule to ensure that all beds remain weed free, shrubs stay tightly trimmed, 
and herbicide spray is being used to keep weeds under control. With the late afternoon 
showers, the herbicide is being washed out so we will start spraying earlier in the day. The 
showers have also expedited the weed growth and we are still trying to get them under 
control. 



Detail {con't.) 

• We continue to remove dead / sparse plants in planter beds, as needed, which will give the 
planter beds a cleaner look. Detail crew will not remove any plants until I look over the 
planter beds to ensure they are not removing any dormant plants. 

Elevation of trees 

• Trees throughout the property need service badly. We are currently on schedule to complete 
tree elevations, as needed, by the end of the summer to beginning of fall season. At that time, 
we will remove any necessary branches which are creating a safety hazard to pedestrians or 
are unhealthy to remain on the trees. 

Removal of Old Staking 

• The remainder of old staking needs to be removed, as requested. (Please Note: Some tree 
staking will remain in place because of weak root systems, as needed. This will remain in 
effect through the end of the hurricane season.) 

Fertilizing 

• All turf fertilizing is being performed throughout the property, as directed by myself and the 
PC/FER T technician. 

• We are beginning the winter fertilization program for all turf areas and shrubs. 

Pest Control 

• Has been performed throughout the property, as needed. Chinch bugs are popping up 
throughout the property. This has been the worst year for chinch bug outbreaks throughout 
the state of Florida, which is occurring from Jacksonville, down to Naples and across the 
state to the Miami areas. 

• Areas with chin ch bugs have been treated throughout the property. As needed, we will 
continue this treatment until we have chinch bugs under control. 

• We are currently treating areas in which we will be replacing sod once we have the chinch 
bugs under control in these areas. 

• We are cutting all turf at (4.5") (St Augustine turf) with the temp at 95 degrees. We don't 
want to cut too low as it will stress out the turf and ring the dinner (BELL) for chinch bugs. 

• We are treating ant mounds as they pop up. When it rains, the old mounds get washed out 
and they spread creating new and more ant mounds in other areas. This is why you will tend 
to see more frequent occurrences following rains. 

Proposals 

• The plant replacement proposal was accepted by the Board and I have performed a 
preliminary walk-through with Kerul Kassel and Pamela LeMenager. Another walk-through 
is scheduled for Wednesday, September 16, 2009 for the September monthly meeting. 

Submitted by 
Tim Nicholson, Sr - Orlando Sr Account Manager - Orlando Branch 
Luke Brothers Landscape Services 
(407) 362 - 8035 
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